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To put it simply, we’re pre-roll experts. Other packaging companies sell as many items as
they can, offering no in-depth product expertise. We at Custom Cones USA have been in
the combustible sector of the market since the very beginning and have helped hundreds
of brands get started, scale up, and expand their brand. From our deep knowledge about
paper science, to our expertise in the entire manufacturing process, to our attentive support
team — we aren’t just suppliers, we are strategic partners for your pre-roll business.
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UNBRANDED PAPER CONES
Our pre-rolled cones are the highest quality
cones on the market. They come in five
standard sizes: 70mm dogwalkers that hold .3g
of flower, 84mm standards and 98mm reefers,
which each hold .5g, 98mm standards that fit
up to .75g, and 109mm full-gram cones. All of
these sizes are represented by the chart below.

PAPER TYPES

ULTRA-FINE
EUROPEAN PAPER

REFINED
WHITE

The papers used to manufacture our cones are
sourced from Europe, meaning they are slowburning and ultra-fine for a smoother burn.
Additionally, the hemp sourced for our hemp
papers is 100% organic!

FSC CERTIFIED

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

9.2 mm

11.8 mm

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification
means that the materials used are sustainably
sourced and environmentally friendly!

10.8 mm

5.5 mm

5.6 mm

5.4 mm

5.3 mm

21 mm

70 mm

70 mm

84 mm

10.2 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

26 mm

Our standard sizes were developed to be
compatible with all industry-standard
knockboxes.

8 mm

98 mm

98 mm

109 mm

109 mm

10.2 mm

KNOCKBOX COMPATIBLE

PHASE THREE
COMPLIANT

UNREFINED
HEMP

UNREFINED
BROWN

12.5 mm

12.5 mm

100%
IC
ORGAN
HEMP

5.2 mm

5.2 mm

King size
1 Gram

Our cones are compliant with California’s
strict Phase Three testing and Canada’s
compliance standards for pesticides, heavy
metals, and microbials.

STANDARD SIZES
*Not Life Size

SLOW & EVEN BURN
The ultra-fine quality of the paper and straight
gum-lines provide a slow and even burn, and
ultimately, a smoother smoking experience.

SLOW & EVEN BURN

MULTIPLE PAPER TYPES

KNOCKBOX-COMPATIBLE
SIZING

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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UNBRANDED PAPER CONES
REFINED WHITE AND UNREFINED BROWN
These classic white pre-roll cones are made from
ultra-thin European rolling paper, providing a
tasteless vessel to allow your customers to enjoy
the pure taste of your flower. They burn evenly
and smoothly, with paper that is so thin that it
is transparent. This allows the flower to be seen
from the outside and provides opportunity for
a customized filter tip to be visible. Contrary
to popular belief, refined paper cones are not
bleached to achieve their white hue; the wood
pulp is cleaned and refined until it reaches the
desired color and consistency — no additives or
bleaching required!

Unrefined brown paper cones are made from
ultra-thin European rolling paper that is derived
from 100% wood pulp, just like their refined
white counterparts. They are not cleaned and
refined as many times as the white paper,
resulting in a darker, natural hue that slightly
masks the material within the pre-roll. They
are a darker brown compared to the light tan
color of the hemp paper, but more transparent,
so this is a great unrefined option to use for a
custom branded filter tip, however bold colors
are recommended for higher visibility. Unrefined
brown paper cones burn smoothly and evenly,
and gives your product a natural look and feel
that many consumers gravitate towards.

REFINED WHITE

UNREFINED BROWN

109MM AND 98MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$74.99 per Box

$0.094 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$69.99 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$64.99 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$59.99 per Box

$0.075 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$53.99 per Box

$0.067 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$49.99 per Box

$0.062 per Cone

98MM REEFER/SLIM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$81.99 per Box

$0.102 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$77.17 per Box

$0.096 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$75.24 per Box

$0.094 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$72.34 per Box

$0.090 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$65.59 per Box

$0.082 per Cone

$63.66 per Box

$0.080 per Cone

96+ Boxes
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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UNBRANDED PAPER CONES
REFINED WHITE AND UNREFINED BROWN

REFINED WHITE

UNREFINED BROWN

84MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$84.36 per Box

$0.094 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$78.74 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$73.11 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$67.49 per Box

$0.075 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$60.74 per Box

$0.067 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$56.24 per Box

$0.062 per Cone

70MM/21MM DOGWALKER PRE-ROLLED CONES (1000 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$93.74 per Box

$0.094 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$87.49 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$81.24 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$74.99 per Box

$0.075 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$67.49 per Box

$0.067 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$62.49 per Box

$0.062 per Cone

70MM/26MM DOGWALKER PRE-ROLLED CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$84.36 per Box

$0.094 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$78.74 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$73.11 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$67.49 per Box

$0.075 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$60.74 per Box

$0.067 per Cone

$56.24 per Box

$0.062 per Cone

96+ Boxes
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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UNBRANDED PAPER CONES
100% ORGANIC HEMP PAPER
100%
ORGAN
IC
We are proud to be one of the few companies that
offer rolling paper cones made with 100% certified
organic hemp, with the documents to prove it!
These paper cones are made of pure hemp fibers,
utilizing sustainable methods that helps conserve
trees and save ecosystems.
These papers burn smoothly and evenly, giving
consumers a superior smoking experience.
They are naturally light in color, though darker than
the refined white paper cones.
Out of the three paper types, the organic hemp
rolling paper is the least transparent for custom filter
tips, but big, bold colors and fonts still look great!

109MM AND 98MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$79.99 per Box

$0.100 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$74.66 per Box

$0.092 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$69.32 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$63.99 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$57.59 per Box

$0.075 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$53.32 per Box

$0.067 per Cone

98MM REEFER/SLIM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$84.99 per Box

$ 0.106 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$79.99 per Box

$ 0.100 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$77.99 per Box

$ 0.097 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$74.99 per Box

$ 0.094 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$67.99 per Box

$ 0.085 per Cone

$65.99 per Box

$ 0.082 per Cone

96+ Boxes
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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UNBRANDED PAPER CONES
100% ORGANIC HEMP PAPER

UNREFINED
HEMP

84MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1 - 5 Boxes

$89.99 per Box

$0.100 per Cone

6 - 11 Boxes

$83.99 per Box

$0.092 per Cone

12 - 23 Boxes

$77.99 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

24 - 47 Boxes

$71.99 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

48 - 95 Boxes

$64.79 per Box

$0.075 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$59.99 per Box

$0.067 per Cone

70MM/21MM DOGWALKER PRE-ROLLED CONES (1000 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1 - 5 Boxes

$100 per Box

$0.100 per Cone

6 - 11 Boxes

$92 per Box

$0.092 per Cone

12 - 23 Boxes

$87 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

24 - 47 Boxes

$81 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

48 - 95 Boxes

$75 per Box

$0.075 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$67 per Box

$0.067 per Cone

70MM/26MM DOGWALKER PRE-ROLLED CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1 - 5 Boxes

$89.99 per Box

$0.100 per Cone

6 - 11 Boxes

$83.99 per Box

$0.092 per Cone

12 - 23 Boxes

$77.99 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

24 - 47 Boxes

$71.99 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

48 - 95 Boxes

$64.79 per Box

$0.075 per Cone

$59.99 per Box

$0.067 per Cone

96+ Boxes
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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CUSTOM BRANDED PAPER CONES
Custom branded cones are becoming a necessity
in our ever-evolving market. They act as a way
to further brand your pre-roll and help create
a cohesive brand identity. Why buy cones with
someone else’s logo on them when you could
get them custom made to fit your brand for
just pennies more? Our custom branded cones
come in the same paper types and sizes as our
unbranded cones, so glance over at page 1 to find
detailed information on the paper types and sizes.

FILTER TYPES

W-TIP

SPIRAL TIP

GLASS TIP*

CERAMIC TIP*

LOW MOQS
Our minimum order quantity starts at 4,800
cones, allowing you to order any quantity to fit
your company’s inventory needs.

FAST PRODUCTION TIMES

*PRICING ON FURTHER PAGE

BRANDING OPTIONS

Custom jobs have a 8 – 10 week production
time once payment and artwork is approved
— one of the fastest on the market!

BRANDED CUSTOM
FILTERS
Standard custom filters are visible from under the
paper of the cone, and are what people typically
think of when they first hear about custom
branded cones.

STANDARD

WRAP

FULL EXTERNAL WRAPS
The external wrap is a sticker that covers the
outside of the filter and allows colors to pop
while adding a clean, professional look to a
standard pre-roll.

CIGAR BAND*
*CONTACT SALES FOR PRICING

CUSTOM BRANDED 109MM AND 98MM
PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)

CIGAR BANDS
Adding a cigar band helps your pre-roll stand out
on the shelf by creating a classy, luxurious look.
Cigar bands can be any custom size or shape!

PREMIUM FILTER OPTIONS
While the standard w-shape is tried and true, we
offer multiple premium upgrade options! A spiral
tip is known to provide a tighter, unique inhale
and may keep smaller pieces of flower from
falling through. We also offer premium glass and
ceramic tips for pre-rolled cones, which we keep
and in-stock or can custom brand. Best of all,
these are machine compatible for easy filling!

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

4,800+ Cones

$0.25 per Cone

9,600+ Cones

$0.18 per Cone

24,000+ Cones

$0.16 per Cone

52,800+ Cones

$0.11 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.085 per Cone

249,600+ Cones

$0.076 per Cone

499,200+ Cones

$0.070 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.069 per Cone

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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CUSTOM BRANDED PAPER CONES
CUSTOM BRANDED 70MM/21MM
DOGWALKER PRE-ROLLED CONES
(1000 PER BOX)

CUSTOM BRANDED 98MM REEFER/SLIM
PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)

NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

4,800+ Cones
9,600+ Cones
24,000+ Cones
52,800+ Cones

NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

$0.25 per Cone

6,000+ Cones

$0.25 per Cone

$0.18 per Cone

12,000+ Cones

$0.18 per Cone

$0.16 per Cone

30,000+ Cones

$0.16 per Cone

$0.11 per Cone

60,000+ Cones

$0.11 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.085 per Cone

112,000+ Cones

$0.085 per Cone

249,600+ Cones

$0.076 per Cone

276,000+ Cones

$0.076 per Cone

499,200+ Cones

$0.070 per Cone

552,000+ Cones

$0.070 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.069 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.069 per Cone

CUSTOM BRANDED 70MM/26MM
DOGWALKER PRE-ROLLED CONES
(900 PER BOX)

CUSTOM BRANDED 84MM PRE-ROLLED
CONES (900 PER BOX)

NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

5,400+ Cones

$0.25 per Cone

5,400+ Cones

$0.25 per Cone

10,800+ Cones

$0.18 per Cone

10,800+ Cones

$0.18 per Cone

27,000+ Cones

$0.16 per Cone

27,000+ Cones

$0.16 per Cone

54,000+ Cones

$0.11 per Cone

54,000+ Cones

$0.11 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.085 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.085 per Cone

248,400+ Cones

$0.076 per Cone

248,400+ Cones

$0.076 per Cone

496,800+ Cones

$0.070 per Cone

496,800+ Cones

$0.070 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.069 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.069 per Cone

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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HEMP WRAP BLUNT CONES
HEMP WRAP TYPES

Our hemp wrap blunt cones are the perfect
product for those looking to expand their pre-roll
line and break into the blunt market. Full, rich,
super slow burning, and made from all-natural
hemp, these cones are a must-have addition to
your product list!

TOBACCO & NICOTINE FREE
Our hemp wrap blunt cones are made with 100%
all-natural hemp, allowing them to be sold in most
licensed dispensaries because they do not contain
any tobacco or nicotine.

CLASSIC BROWN
HEMP WRAP

RICH & SLOW-BURNING

CLASSIC GREEN
HEMP WRAP

HYBRID GREEN
HEMP WRAP

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

11.5 mm

Blunt cones are much thicker than traditional
paper cones, providing a much slower burn that is
perfect for a longer smoke sesh.

11 mm

8.7 mm

9.5 mm

FULL FLAVOR

84 mm

98 mm

EUROPEAN-MADE

98 mm

109 mm

With every hit from one of our blunt cones, users will
enjoy the semisweet full-bodied flavors of all-natural
hemp to complement the flower packed within.

We ship all of our boxes of blunt cones individually
wrapped in order to provide a layer of protection
from the elements - keeping the cones as fresh
as possible!

26 mm

26 mm

SEALED FOR FRESHNESS

26 mm

26 mm

Top-quality hemp wraps sourced from Europe
ensure the highest quality hemp wrap blunt cones
on the market.

5.6 mm

5.6 mm

5.3 mm

5.6 mm

1
GRAM

GRAM

GRAM

GRAM

STANDARD SIZES
*Not Life Size

FULL-BODIED FLAVOR

SLOW & EVEN BURN

AVAILABLE IN TUBE SIZES

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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HEMP WRAP BLUNT CONES
CLASSIC BROWN HEMP WRAP
Our classic brown hemp wraps offer a richer, fuller smoking experience than traditional paper cones.
Made with all-natural hemp wraps, these blunt cones don’t have any additives or artificial flavoring.
They allow the pure flavor of your cannabis or hemp to shine, and are completely free of
THC and tobacco.

CLASSIC BROWN HEMP WRAP

84MM CLASSIC BROWN HEMP WRAP CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-9 Boxes

$198.00 per Box

$0.22 per Cone

10-24 Boxes

$180.00 per Box

$0.20 per Cone

25-49 Boxes

$159.30 per Box

$0.117 per Cone

50-99 Boxes

$149.40 per Box

$0.166 per Cone

100+ Boxes

$139.50 per Box

$0.155 per Cone

98MM REEFER/SLIM CLASSIC BROWN HEMP WRAP CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-9 Boxes

$199.95 per Box

$0.25 per Cone

10-24 Boxes

$179.95 per Box

$0.225 per Cone

25-49 Boxes

$159.95 per Box

$0.20 per Cone

50-99 Boxes

$149.99 per Box

$0.187 per Cone

100+ Boxes

$139.95 per Box

$0.175 per Cone

98MM AND 109MM CLASSIC BROWN HEMP WRAP CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-9 Boxes

$199.95 per Box

$0.25 per Cone

10-24 Boxes

$179.95 per Box

$0.225 per Cone

25-49 Boxes

$159.95 per Box

$0.20 per Cone

50-99 Boxes

$149.99 per Box

$0.187 per Cone

100+ Boxes

$139.95 per Box

$0.175 per Cone

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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HEMP WRAP BLUNT CONES
CLASSIC GREEN HEMP WRAP
Our classic green hemp wrap cones offer a richer,
fuller smoking experience than traditional paper
cones. Made with all-natural hemp wraps, these
blunt cones don’t have any additives or artificial
flavoring. They allow the pure flavor of your cannabis
or hemp to shine, and are completely free of THC
and tobacco. To achieve the lovely green color, we
don’t use any dyes or artificial colors - we use hemp
that is harvested earlier in its life cycle. The sole
difference between these green hemp wraps and
the classic brown hemp wraps is the point of time in
the lifecycle of the plant that it is harvested. Hemp
plants that have had longer to mature and brown
are used for the standard brown hemp wraps, while
the green hemp wraps are made from younger
plants. The flavor and burn are very comparable.

CLASSIC GREEN
HEMP WRAP

84MM PRE-ROLLED CLASSIC GREEN HEMP WRAP CONES (900 PER BOX)

NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-9 Boxes

$224.99 per Box

$0.281 per Cone

10-24 Boxes

$199.95 per Box

$0.249 per Cone

25-49 Boxes

$179.95 per Box

$0.224 per Cone

50-99 Boxes

$159.99 per Box

$0.199 per Cone

100+ Boxes

$149.99 per Box

$0.187 per Cone

98MM AND 109MM PRE-ROLLED CLASSIC GREEN HEMP WRAP CONES (800 PER BOX)

NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-9 Boxes

$199.95 per Box

$0.25 per Cone

10-24 Boxes

$179.95 per Box

$0.225 per Cone

25-49 Boxes

$159.95 per Box

$0.20 per Cone

50-99 Boxes

$149.99 per Box

$0.187 per Cone

100+ Boxes

$139.95 per Box

$0.175 per Cone
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HEMP WRAP BLUNT CONES
“HYBRID” GREEN HEMP WRAP
“Hybrid” hemp wrap pre-rolled cones are the perfect
fusion of high-quality rolling paper and all-natural
hemp wrap! By combining the perfect blend of
paper pulp and natural hemp, we have created
a perfectly balanced pre-rolled cone that looks
and feels like a blunt, but with all the benefits of
traditional pre-rolled cones. Compared to traditional
hemp wraps, which dry out over time, our “hybrid”
hemp wrap cones are more durable and less
moisture-sensitive, preventing them from drying out
and cracking like traditional hemp cones. Because
hybrid hemp wrap blunt cones are more durable and
less prone to cracking, they are much more friendly
to a manufacturing/production setting. Additionally,
they are easier to seal and have a longer shelf life
than traditional hemp wrap blunt cones!

84MM PRE-ROLLED “HYBRID” GREEN HEMP WRAP CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-9 Boxes

$252.00 per Box

$0.28 per Cone

10-24 Boxes

$225.00 per Box

$0.25 per Cone

25-49 Boxes

$198.00 per Box

$0.22 per Cone

50-99 Boxes

$180.00 per Box

$0.20 per Cone

100+ Boxes

$171.00 per Box

$0.19 per Cone

98MM AND 109MM PRE-ROLLED “HYBRID” GREEN HEMP WRAP CONES
(800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-9 Boxes

$224.00 per Box

$0.28 per Cone

10-24 Boxes

$200.00 per Box

$0.25 per Cone

25-49 Boxes

$176.00 per Box

$0.22 per Cone

50-99 Boxes

$160.00 per Box

$0.20 per Cone

100+ Boxes

$152.00 per Box

$0.19 per Cone
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CUSTOM BRANDED HEMP WRAPS
While unbranded blunts are sure to please, custom
branding your tubes and cones are the perfect added
touch to make your brand stand out among the others.
By including your branding on each blunt, you are
enabling customers to do the marketing for you as
they purchase and share the pre-rolls emblazoned with
your name or logo. Each standard size of our hemp
wrap blunt cones and our 1g and 2g blunt tubes have
the capability to be customized. If you are in need of
custom-sized hemp wrap cones or tubes, let us know!
We are happy to accommodate special orders.

BRANDING OPTIONS

WRAP

CIGAR BRAND

EXTERNAL BRANDING
Due to the nature of hemp wrap, adding custom
branding to the internal filter tip will not show through.
Fortunately, we have you covered with our external
wraps and cigar bands! These options can be applied
to both hemp wrap cones and tubes, allowing for your
branding to be boldly expressed so your blunts can
stand apart from the rest.

STANDARD FILTERS

PREMIUM FILTERS
For those looking to elevate their hemp wrap blunts
beyond the standard filter options - classic “W” shape
for cones, spiral tip for tubes - we have an array of
premium filters to choose from. These include glass tips,
wood tips, as well as additional custom options!

W-TIP

SPIRAL TIP

FILTER UPGRADES

LOW MOQS
Our minimum order quantity starts at 4,800 cones,
allowing you to order any quantity to fit your company’s
inventory needs.

FAST PRODUCTION TIMES
GLASS*

Custom branded hemp wrap blunts have a
production time of 8-10 weeks, with approval
by the production manager.

WOOD*

CUSTOM

*ONLY AVAILABLE IN BLUNT TUBES, NOT CONES

HEMP WRAP TYPES
HEMP WRAP BLUNT TUBE

CLASSIC BROWN
HEMP WRAP

HEMP WRAP BLUNT CONE

CLASSIC GREEN
HEMP WRAP

HYBRID GREEN
HEMP WRAP
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CUSTOM BRANDED HEMP WRAPS
CUSTOM BRANDED 109MM
AND 98MM CLASSIC BROWN HEMP
WRAPS (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

4,800+ Cones

$0.34 per Cone

9,600+ Cones

$0.29 per Cone

24,000+ Cones

$0.26 per Cone

52,800+ Cones

$0.25 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.237 per Cone

249,600+ Cones

$0.212 per Cone

499,200+ Cones

$0.207 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.197 per Cone

CLASSIC BROWN
HEMP WRAP
Our standard brown hemp wraps offer a richer,
fuller smoking experience than traditional paper
cones. Made with all-natural hemp wraps, these
blunt tubes don’t have any additives or artificial
flavoring. They allow the pure flavor of your
cannabis or hemp to shine, and are completely
free of THC and tobacco.

CUSTOM BRANDED 98MM REEFER/
SLIM CLASSIC BROWN HEMP
WRAPS (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

4,800+ Cones

$0.340 per Cone

9,600+ Cones

$0.290 per Cone

24,000+ Cones

$0.260 per Cone

52,800+ Cones

$0.250 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.237 per Cone

249,600+ Cones

$0.212 per Cone

499,200+ Cones

$0.207 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.197 per Cone

CUSTOM BRANDED 84MM CLASSIC
BROWN HEMP WRAPS
(900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

5,400+ Cones

$0.340 per Cone

10,800+ Cones

$0.290 per Cone

27,000+ Cones

$0.260 per Cone

54,000+ Cones

$0.250 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.237 per Cone

248,400+ Cones

$0.212 per Cone

496,800+ Cones

$0.207 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.197 per Cone
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CUSTOM BRANDED HEMP WRAPS
CUSTOM BRANDED 109MM AND
98MM CLASSIC GREEN HEMP
WRAPS (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

4,800+ Cones

$0.36 per Cone

9,600+ Cones

$0.31 per Cone

24,000+ Cones

$0.28 per Cone

52,800+ Cones

$0.27 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.257 per Cone

249,600+ Cones

$0.232 per Cone

499,200+ Cones

$0.227 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.217 per Cone

CUSTOM BRANDED 98MM REEFER/
SLIM CLASSIC GREEN HEMP WRAPS
(800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

4,800+ Cones

$0.36 per Cone

9,600+ Cones

$0.31 per Cone

24,000+ Cones

$0.28 per Cone

52,800+ Cones

$0.27 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.257 per Cone

249,600+ Cones

$0.232 per Cone

499,200+ Cones

$0.227 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.217 per Cone

CLASSIC GREEN
HEMP WRAP
Our classic green hemp wrap tubes offer a richer,
fuller smoking experience than traditional paper
cones. Made with all-natural hemp wraps, these
blunt tubes don’t have any additives or artificial
flavoring. They allow the pure flavor of your
cannabis or hemp to shine, and are completely
free of THC and tobacco. To achieve the lovely
green color, we don’t use any dyes or artificial
colors - we use hemp that is harvested earlier in its
life cycle. The sole difference between these green
hemp wraps and the standard brown hemp wraps
is the point of time in the life cycle of the plant that
it is harvested. Hemp plants that have had longer
to mature and brown are used for the standard
brown hemp wraps, while the green hemp wraps
are made from younger plants.

CUSTOM BRANDED 84MM CLASSIC
GREEN HEMP WRAPS (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

5,400+ Cones

$0.36 per Cone

10,800+ Cones

$0.31 per Cone

27,000+ Cones

$0.28 per Cone

54,000+ Cones

$0.27 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.257 per Cone

248,400+ Cones

$0.232 per Cone

496,800+ Cones

$0.227 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.217 per Cone
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CUSTOM BRANDED HEMP WRAPS
CUSTOM BRANDED 109MM AND
98MM “HYBRID” GREEN HEMP
WRAPS (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

4,800+ Cones

$0.36 per Cone

9,600+ Cones

$0.31 per Cone

24,000+ Cones

$0.28 per Cone

52,800+ Cones

$0.27 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.257 per Cone

249,600+ Cones

$0.232 per Cone

499,200+ Cones

$0.227 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.217 per Cone

CUSTOM BRANDED 98MM REEFER/
SLIM “HYBRID” GREEN HEMP
WRAPS (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

4,800+ Cones

$0.36 per Cone

9,600+ Cones

$0.31 per Cone

24,000+ Cones

$0.28 per Cone

52,800+ Cones

$0.27 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.257 per Cone

249,600+ Cones

$0.232 per Cone

499,200+ Cones

$0.227 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.217 per Cone

“HYBRID” GREEN
HEMP WRAP
“Hybrid” hemp wrap pre-rolled cones are the
perfect fusion of high-quality rolling paper and
all-natural hemp wrap! By combining the perfect
blend of paper pulp and natural hemp, we have
created a perfectly balanced pre-rolled cone
that looks and feels like a blunt, but with all the
benefits of traditional pre-rolled cones. Compared
to traditional hemp wraps, which dry out over
time, our “hybrid” hemp wrap cones are more
durable and less moisture-sensitive, preventing
them from drying out and cracking like
traditional hemp cones. Because “hybrid” hemp
wrap blunt cones are more durable and less
prone to cracking, they are much more friendly to
a manufacturing/production setting. Additionally,
they are easier to seal and have a longer shelf life
than traditional hemp wrap blunt cones!

CUSTOM BRANDED 84MM “HYBRID”
GREEN HEMP WRAPS (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF
CONES

PRICE PER
CONE

5,400+ Cones

$0.36 per Cone

10,800+ Cones

$0.31 per Cone

27,000+ Cones

$0.28 per Cone

54,000+ Cones

$0.27 per Cone

100,800+ Cones

$0.257 per Cone

248,400+ Cones

$0.232 per Cone

496,800+ Cones

$0.227 per Cone

1 million+ Cones

$0.217 per Cone
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DESIGNER CONES
With an unbranded price point, but a custom
branded look, our designer cones are the perfect
product for those looking to bridge the gap between
unbranded and branded cones. They can be ordered
by the box straight from our website, which means no
minimum order quantities or long lead times!

INDICA, HYBRID, SATIVA
PRE-ROLLED CONES

INDICA, HYBRID,
SATIVA CONES
Perfect for pre-roll multi-packs, we keep our prebranded Indica, Hybrid, and Sativa cones in-stock
and ready to go! You can now easily create pre-roll
multi-packs without ordering custom branded cones.
Great for small farmers and pre-roll brands looking to
diversify their pre-rolls into multi-packs.

HOLIDAY CONES
Increase sales and entice customers with limited
edition holiday pre-rolls! Thanksgiving, Christmas,
420, and so much more - with no order minimums,
you can change out your pre-rolls with each changing
of the season!

PRE-LABELLED CONES

CONES FOR A CAUSE
PRE-ROLLED CONES

COLOR-TIPPED
PRE-ROLLED CONES
Pick a color that matches your brand or create a
pre-roll multi-pack with different colors to call out
different strains. Our color tipped cones come in
multiple colors and are in-stock and ready to ship
with no MOQs!

PRIDE

BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS

HOLIDAY-THEMED
PRE-ROLLED CONES

COLOR-TIPPED CONES

THANKSGIVING

CHRISTMAS

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

TIE-DYE
TIPPED CONES

BLACK & PINK
TIPPED CONES
HANNUKAH
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DESIGNER CONES
Designer cone tips are whimsical way to delight customers, differentiate between strain types in
multi-packs, and increase seasonal sales. The cones are made using our refined white and unrefined
brown paper, allowing the designer filter tip and flower to be visible from the outside and providing an
outstanding smoking experience that will keep customers coming back for more.

DESIGNER CONE TIPS – SATIVA, INDICA,
HYBRID, AND HOLIDAY FILTER TIP CONES
109MM AND 98MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$85.99 per Box

$0.107 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$82.99 per Box

$0.103 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$76.99 per Box

$0.096 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$72.99 per Box

$0.091 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$67.99 per Box

$0.084 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$62.99 per Box

$0.078 per Cone

84MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE
$0.107 per Cone

1 - 5 Boxes

$96.74 per Box

6 - 11 Boxes

$93.36 per Box

$0.103 per Cone

12 - 23 Boxes

$86.61 per Box

$0.096 per Cone

24 - 47 Boxes

$82.11 per Box

$0.091 per Cone

48 - 95 Boxes

$76.49 per Box

$0.084 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$70.86 per Box

$0.078 per Cone
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DESIGNER CONES
BLACK AND PINK TIPPED CONES
109MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$85.99 per Box

$0.107 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$82.99 per Box

$0.103 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$76.99 per Box

$0.096 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$72.99 per Box

$0.091 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$67.99 per Box

$0.084 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$62.99 per Box

$0.078 per Cone

TIE-DYE TIPS
109MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$85.99 per Box

$0.107 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$82.99 per Box

$0.103 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$76.99 per Box

$0.096 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$72.99 per Box

$0.091 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$67.99 per Box

$0.084 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$62.99 per Box

$0.078 per Cone
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PRINTED PAPER CONES
We offer our designer printed paper cones in multiple
stock style options if you’re looking for quick order
fulfillment, or you can get lead times for a customized
design of your own choosing if you reach out to our team
of Pre-Roll Experts!

FESTIVE SEASONAL CONES
Entice customers with pre-rolls that pop even in a
clear doob tube with our limited-time offerings of 4/20
cannabis leaf cones or printed heart pre-roll cones!
These vibrant cones will pair great with any seasonal
strains or promotions you have to offer, and are sure to
delight and attract new customers.

STOCK OPTIONS

MULTI-FUNCTION
SOLID COLOR CONES
If you want to make a statement without the lead times
for your own custom cones, you can get the wow factor
without the wait by packing your product in these black
or pink printed paper cones! These pre-roll cones are
perfect for a special charity event or even a select type of
product line you want to launch with a certain aesthetic
that one of these striking colorful cone options provides

420

HEART

FOOD SAFE DYE,
FDA-COMPLIANT*
Whether you go with pink, black, or one of our
patterned printed paper pre-roll cones, a vibrant
ink print that is completely food safe is used. The
same standard applies to all custom orders–whether
your design is the brightest hue or the most distinct
pattern, our dyes will get the job done while remaining
compliant and looking fantastic. We provide testing
analysis results that demonstrate all of our printed
paper cones’ compliance with heavy metal and
pesticide testing.
*Tested according to FDA 21 CFR 176.170

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

ALL BLACK

ALL PINK

CUSTOM PRINTED

PRINTED PAPER CONES (BLACK, PINK, HEARTS, 420)
109MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1+

$142.99

$0.178
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CONES FOR A CAUSE
BREAST CANCER AWARENESS-THEMED CONES
109MM AND 98MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$72.95 per Box

$0.091 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$69.95 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$64.95 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$59.95 per Box

$0.074 per Cone

48+ Boxes

$49.99 per Box

$0.062 per Cone

84MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$81.90 per Box

$0.091 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$78.30 per Box

$0.087 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$72.90 per Box

$0.081 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$66.60 per Box

$0.074 per Cone

48+ Boxes

$55.80 per Box

$0.062 per Cone

Our breast cancer awareness-themed charity
cones are made from ultra-thin refined white
European paper, and provide consumers with
a smooth, even burn. As part of our Cones for a
Cause line, 10% of the profit from the purchase
of these cones will be donated directly to breast
cancer research.
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CONES FOR A CAUSE
LGBTQ+ PRIDE THEMED CONES
109MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (800 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$85.99 per Box

$0.107 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$82.99 per Box

$0.103 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$76.99 per Box

$0.096 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$72.99 per Box

$0.091 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$67.99 per Box

$0.084 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$62.99 per Box

$0.078 per Cone

84MM PRE-ROLLED CONES (900 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER CONE

1-5 Boxes

$96.74 per Box

$0.107 per Cone

6-11 Boxes

$93.36 per Box

$0.103 per Cone

12-23 Boxes

$86.61 per Box

$0.096 per Cone

24-47 Boxes

$82.11 per Box

$0.091 per Cone

48-95 Boxes

$76.49 per Box

$0.084 per Cone

96+ Boxes

$70.86 per Box

$0.078 per Cone

Our Pride-themed charity cones are made from ultra-thin refined white European paper and provide
consumers with a smooth, even burn. As part of our Cones for a Cause line, 10% of the profits from
each sale of these cones will be donated to The Trevor Project, the leading national organization
providing mental health support and crisis intervention for LGBTQ+ youth.

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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CONES FOR A CAUSE
Cones for a Cause is a campaign that we’re running
in order to raise awareness for and fund charities
across the nation. For all of our designs, we donate
10% of our profits to select charities. These cones
are the perfect option for those looking to create
socially conscious pre-roll lines to expand their
brand. We highly encourage all of our clients to join
us in donating a percentage of their profits as well!

SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS
These cones represent more than just a cause they represent your commitment to bettering the
society around you. Consumers appreciate this
sentiment and will feel better using your product
knowing that you care.

CHARITABLE
We donate 10% of our profits from the Cones for a
Cause line to reputable charities and encourage all
our partners to do so as well!

HIGH-QUALITY CONES
Our Cones for a Cause use the same high-quality,
food grade, FSC certified pre-rolled cones as the
rest of our products, so you know you will be
receiving the best cones on the market!

10% TO
Y
CHARIT

NO
MOQs!
IN-STOCK
AND READY
TO SHIP

PITCH US YOUR CAUSE
If you have a charitable cause that you would like to support with
your pre-roll brand, let us know! We’re more than happy to work
with you on developing a new line of Cones for a Cause. Currently,
we have Pride Month themed and Breast Cancer Awareness
themed cones, but we are always looking for more causes to
support! Contact us for more details!

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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ARTISAN TUBES
AVAILABLE
PAPER TYPES

PAPER TYPES
Artisan tubes are unique to Custom Cones
USA! Our latest innovation, artisan tubes are
the perfect balance between a joint cone and a
cigarette tube. While cigarette tubes are made
from thicker papers, our artisan tubes are made
with ultra-fine European rolling paper. Better
yet, instead of a cigarette-style filter, they use our
artisan spiral filter tip. They create the smoothest
smoking draw possible, sure to blow you away!

ULTRA-FINE
EUROPEAN PAPER

REFINED
WHITE

UNREFINED
BROWN

UNREFINED
HEMP

Our Artisan tubes are made with the same UltraFine European rolling papers that we use on our
cones, ensuring a clean and perfect burn.

SPIRAL FILTER
Our Artisan Tubes comes with a special paper
spiral tip that creates a smooth and heavy draw
without any of the filtration you’d expect with a
cigarette tube.

FSC CERTIFIED
Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification
means that the materials used are sustainably
sourced and environmentally friendly!

PHASE THREE COMPLIANT
Our Cones are compliant with California’s strict
Phase Three testing and Canada’s compliance
standards for pesticides, heavy metals, and
microbials.

3/4
GRAM

1/2
GRAM

STANDARD SIZES
*Not Life Size

CUSTOM BRANDING AVAILABLE

MULTIPLE PAPER TYPES

SPIRAL FILTERS

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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ARTISAN TUBES
Artisan tubes are a sleek, discrete option that appeal to many cannabis and hemp consumers. It
mimics the shape and size of a tobacco cigarette. They are specifically designed to work with cannabis
and hemp, made from ultra-thin European rolling paper for a smooth toke. The design of the tube and
the filter allows for maximum airflow and maximum filtration. Additional upgrades are available for
filter tips and custom branding!

98MM AND 84MM ARTISAN TUBES (180 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$37.99 per Box

$0.21 per Tube

10 - 19 Boxes

$33.40 per Box

$0.18 per Tube

20 - 39 Boxes

$30.00 per Box

$0.16 per Tube

40 - 59 Boxes

$26.00 per Box

$0.14 per Tube

60 - 99 Boxes

$23.80 per Box

$0.13 per Tube

100 - 159 Boxes

$20.80 per Box

$0.11 per Tube

160+ Boxes

$18.20 per Box

$0.10 per Tube

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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CUSTOM ARTISAN TUBES
Custom branding your artisan tubes will give you
individuality in the pre-roll market. Beyond adding
your branding, we can also customize the width and
length of both the tubes and the filters! If you would
like to move away from paper, we can also make your
tubes with our all natural hemp wrap for a blunt-like
experience.

LOW MOQS
Our minimum order quantity starts at 5,400 tubes,
allowing you to order any quantity to fit your company’s
inventory needs.

BRANDING OPTION

STANDARD

FAST PRODUCTION TIMES
Custom jobs have a 8 – 10 week production time
once approved by the production manager, one of
the fastest on the market!

EXTERNAL WRAPS

WRAP

The external wrap is a sticker that covers the outside of
the filter and allows colors to pop while adding a clean,
professional look to a standard pre-roll.

CIGAR BANDS
Add a cigar band to make you pre-roll stand out on
the shelf by creating a classy and luxurious look. Cigar
bands can be any custom size and shape.

CIGAR BAND

PREMIUM FILTER OPTIONS
While the standard spiral filter comes highly
recommended, we do offer multiple premium
upgrade options for your artisan tubes! Try out
our glass tips and wood tips!

CUSTOM
ARTISAN TUBE

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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CUSTOM ARTISAN TUBES
Artisan tubes are a sleek, discrete option that appeal to many cannabis and hemp consumers. It
mimics the shape and size of a tobacco cigarette. They are specifically designed to work with cannabis
and hemp, made from ultra-thin European rolling paper for a smooth toke. The design of the tube and
the filter allows for maximum airflow and maximum filtration. Additional upgrades are available for
filter tips and custom branding!

98MM AND 84MM ARTISAN TUBES (180 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF TUBES

PRICE PER TUBE

5,400+ Tubes

$0.27 per Tube

10,800+ Tubes

$0.216 per Tube

21,600+ Tubes

$0.186 per Tube

51,300+ Tubes

$0.154 per Tube

102,600+ Tubes

$0.12 per Tube

256,500+ Tubes

$0.103 per Tube

513,000+ Tubes

$0.095 per Tube

1M+ Tubes

$0.09 per Tube

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
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international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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GLASS TIPPED PRE-ROLL TUBES
Glass tipped pre-roll tubes are the gold-standard for
luxury pre-rolls. The glass tip creates a bigger and
smoother draw, as well as adding a high-end look
and feel to your product. Our stock tubes come with a
simple cigar band, but custom branded cigar bands are
always an option!

GLASS FILTER TIP

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

Glass filter tips are cool on the lips and promote a
premium smoking experience. The glass tip is partially
exposed in the tube, so your customer can see the
premium filter option through your packaging. If you
are looking to add a luxury pre-roll product to your line,
glass filtered tubes are the perfect choice!

MULTIPLE SIZES

109mm

We offer both a 9mm diameter and 11mm diameter
size for glass-tipped pre-roll tubes. The 9mm size holds
roughly 1 gram of flower, and the 11mm size holds roughly
2 grams of flower. If you are looking for a different custom
size, please just reach out to our sales team!

CUSTOM BRANDING
If you would like your logo on the cigar band, just reach
out to our sales team and ask about custom branding.
We can create and add the custom bands directly to
the pre-roll tubes. Gold foil, spot UV, and other premium
finishes are available, as well as die-cut shapes.

AVAILABLE PAPER TYPES

REFINED
WHITE

9mm

11mm

1 GRAM

2 GRAM

PREVIOUS PROJECTS

UNREFINED
BROWN

HEMP WRAPS

CLASSIC BROWN
HEMP WRAP

HYBRID BROWN
HEMP WRAP

HYBRID GREEN
HEMP WRAP

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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GLASS TIPPED PRE-ROLL TUBES
109MM X 11MM PRE-ROLLED TUBES (50 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$54.50 per Box

$1.09 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$49.50 per Box

$0.99 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$47.50 per Box

$0.95 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$44.50 per Box

$0.89 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$42.00 per Box

$0.84 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$40.50 per Box

$0.81 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$39.00 per Box

$0.78 per Tube

109MM X 9MM PRE-ROLLED TUBES (50 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$48.00 per Box

$0.96 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$45.50 per Box

$0.91 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$42.00 per Box

$0.84 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$40.50 per Box

$0.81 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$38.00 per Box

$0.76 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$37.00 per Box

$0.74 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$34.50 per Box

$0.69 per Tube

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!
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Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
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GLASS TIPPED CONES
For a truly premium smoking experience, our glasstipped cones are unmatched! These cones are perfect
for top-shelf flower or luxury brands and will definitely
help you stand out compared to traditionally-filtered
pre-roll cones. These glass tips set the standard for
luxury pre-rolls, creating a bigger and smoother draw
of cooled smoke, as well as adding a high-end look and
feel to your product. Our stock option comes with a
simple cigar band, but custom-printed cigar bands are
possible if you reach out to our sales team!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

COOLING FILTER TIP
Glass filter tips are cool on the lips and promote a
premium smoking experience by cooling the smoke
from the joint before your customer inhales your
cannabis products! Don’t let the delicate glass look
fool you though– they are still completely compatible
with cone-filling machines like the King Kone or other
industry standard knockboxes.

90mm

CHOOSE YOUR LOOK
We offer a 90mm glass-tipped pre-roll cone in raw,
unrefined brown paper for that toasted natural look
many customers look for in a pre-roll product. For
something a bit more classic looking, we also have the
refined white rolling paper in our glass-tipped cones.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN
If you would like your logo on the cigar band of these
glass-tipped cones, just reach out to our sales team
and one of our friendly Pre-Roll Experts will be pleased
to build a quote for you! We can create and apply the
custom bands directly to the pre-roll cones for you. Gold
foil, spot UV, and other premium finishes are available,
as well as die-cut shapes on the band.

9mm

9mm

CUSTOMIZE
THE SILICONE
CAP COLOR

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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GLASS TIPPED CONES
STOCK 90MM 1G PRE-ROLLED GLASS TIPPED CONES - REFINED WHITE (50 PER BOX)

NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$92.00 per Box

$0.92 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$89.00 per Box

$0.89 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$85.00 per Box

$0.85 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$81.00 per Box

$0.81 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$76.00 per Box

$0.76 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$71.00 per Box

$0.71 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$67.00 per Box

$0.67 per Tube

STOCK 90MM 1G PRE-ROLLED GLASS TIPPED CONES - UNREFINED BROWN (50 PER BOX)

NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$92.00 per Box

$0.92 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$89.00 per Box

$0.89 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$85.00 per Box

$0.85 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$81.00 per Box

$0.81 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$76.00 per Box

$0.76 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$71.00 per Box

$0.71 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$67.00 per Box

$0.67 per Tube

CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM
BRANDED PRICING!

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
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CERAMIC TIPPED CONES
Feel the luxury difference from the moment you hold
one of these ceramic-tipped pre-roll cones in your hand!
The heftier weight gives this pre-rolled cone a truly
premium feel, and the smooth white filter gives a classic
look to any pre-roll. Give your customers a pure smoking
experience with refined white or unrefined brown
paper paired with a sturdy filter. Whether you want our
stock ceramic-tipped cones or something a little more
unique, your customers are sure to love them.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

COOLED SMOKE TIP
Paired with premium cannabis, these ceramic-tipped
cones provide a smoking experience your customers
won’t soon forget! The luxury ceramic filter allows a
steady stream of smoke to cool before being inhaled,
while still keeping bits of material you don’t want to
breathe in out of the whole equation

90mm

LUXURY CONES
Ideal for top-shelf or luxury pre-roll lines, these
ceramic-tipped cones are ready to impress your
customers! They hold one gram of flower each and
can be used in compatible knockboxes and other conefilling machines with no issues. These pre-rolled cones
pair perfectly with top-shelf flower or whatever you
want to provide a more premium smoking experience
with for your customers.

CUSTOMIZABLE DESIGN
Our ceramic-tipped pre-roll cones can be made
completely your own through a variety of customization
options, from gold foil details to die-cut cigar bands.
You can even order ceramic-tipped pre-rolls with your
own company logo on the cigar bands! We can also add
premium touches like die-cut bands and gold foil.

9mm

9mm

CUSTOMIZE
THE SILICONE
CAP COLOR

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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CERAMIC TIPPED CONES
STOCK 90MM 1G PRE-ROLLED CERAMIC TIPPED CONES - REFINED WHITE (50 PER BOX)

NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$92.00 per Box

$0.92 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$89.00 per Box

$0.89 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$85.00 per Box

$0.85 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$81.00 per Box

$0.81 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$76.00 per Box

$0.76 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$71.00 per Box

$0.71 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$67.00 per Box

$0.67 per Tube

STOCK 90MM 1G PRE-ROLLED CERAMIC TIPPED CONES - UNREFINED BROWN (50 PER BOX)

NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$92.00 per Box

$0.92 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$89.00 per Box

$0.89 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$85.00 per Box

$0.85 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$81.00 per Box

$0.81 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$76.00 per Box

$0.76 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$71.00 per Box

$0.71 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$67.00 per Box

$0.67 per Tube

CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM
BRANDED PRICING!

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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GLASS TIPPED BLUNT WRAP
Glass-tipped pre-roll blunt wraps are perfect for that
top-shelf cannabis product you want to stick with your
customers longer! This slow-burning blunt wrap offers a
cooling glass tip sure to entice repeat purchases.

EXPOSED GLASS TIP
Your customer can see the partially-exposed glass tip,
creating a sleek look for your final pre-roll product. Don’t
let the glass concern you though– these tubes are still
knockbox-compatible even with their cooling glass tips!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

1 OR 2 GRAM OPTIONS
Our premium blunt wrap glass-tipped tubes come in
9mm diameter and 11mm diameter sizes. The 9mm
glass-tipped blunt wrap holds roughly 1 gram of flower,
and the 11mm size holds roughly 2 grams of flower.

109mm

COOL SMOKE EXPERIENCE
These high-quality glass tip filters outpace traditional
paper filters, cooling the smoke and providing a better
overall experience for your customer. Plus, the classic
look of these tubes is sure to leave a lasting impression!

AVAILABLE PAPER TYPES

CLASSIC BROWN
HEMP WRAP

HYBRID BROWN
HEMP WRAP

HYBRID GREEN
HEMP WRAP

9mm

11mm

1 GRAM

2 GRAM

ADD A CUSTOM
CIGAR BAND!
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GLASS TIPPED BLUNT WRAP
109MM X 11MM HEMP WRAP BLUNT TUBE WITH GLASS TIP (50 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$54.50 per Box

$1.09 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$49.50 per Box

$0.99 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$47.00 per Box

$0.94 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$44.50 per Box

$0.89 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$43.00 per Box

$0.86 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$41.50 per Box

$0.83 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$39.50 per Box

$0.79 per Tube

109MM X 9MM HEMP WRAP BLUNT TUBE WITH GLASS TIP (50 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$53.50 per Box

$1.07 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$48.50 per Box

$0.97 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$46.00 per Box

$0.92 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$43.50 per Box

$0.87 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$42.00 per Box

$0.84 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$40.50 per Box

$0.81 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$38.50 per Box

$0.77 per Tube
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WOOD TIPPED BLUNT WRAP
Custom Cones USA’s hemp wrap blunt tubes with
wooden tips are made with all-natural hemp and
without any artificial flavorings. Our hemp wraps and
your flower will be in perfect smoking harmony!

NATURAL FLAVOR ENHANCER
The flavor of these premium blunt tubes with wood
tips never overpowers your flower, and we never use
poor-quality hemp wraps to produce our blunt tubes.
Customers prefer our premium blunt tubes because
they encourage the flavor of the flower to come out
while offering the full powerful smoke associated with a
blunt. Don’t sacrifice style or function!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

SLOW-BURNING
Smoke out the competition with our slow-burning blunt
tubes! These wraps with wood tips are perfect for sharing
between many people, or even for the solo smoker who
wants to enjoy their smoke without worrying about
the pre-roll burning too fast. You can differentiate your
pre-roll line with this slow-burning blunt tube made for
parties, events, and special occasions.

109mm

PREMIUM EXPERIENCE
The sweet and clean smoking experience provided
by these wood-tipped tubes is sure to complement
any top-shelf marijuana pairing! Give your customers
a memorable smoking experience with these tubes
they’ll want to repeat again and again.

9mm

1 GRAM

11mm

2 GRAM

ADD A CUSTOM
CIGAR BAND!
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WOOD TIPPED BLUNT WRAP
109MM HEMP WRAP BLUNT TUBE WITH WOOD TIP (2G) (50 PER JAR)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$37.00 per Box

$0.74 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$36.00 per Box

$0.72 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$34.50 per Box

$0.69 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$33.00 per Box

$0.66 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$31.00 per Box

$0.62 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$29.50 per Box

$0.59 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$27.50 per Box

$0.55 per Tube

109MM HEMP WRAP BLUNT TUBE WITH WOOD TIP (1G) (50 PER JAR)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$36.00 per Box

$0.72 per Tube

10 - 24 Boxes

$35.00 per Box

$0.70 per Tube

25 - 49 Boxes

$33.50 per Box

$0.67 per Tube

50 - 99 Boxes

$32.00 per Box

$0.64 per Tube

100 - 199 Boxes

$30.00 per Box

$0.60 per Tube

200 - 399 Boxes

$28.50 per Box

$0.57 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$26.50 per Box

$0.53 per Tube

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!
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Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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HEMP WRAP TUBE
WITH SPIRAL FILTER
Our hemp wrap blunt tubes are the perfect
product for those looking to expand their pre-roll
line and break into the blunt market. Full, rich,
super slow burning, and made from all-natural
hemp, these tubes are a must-have for every preroll brand and company looking to release new
products. The spiral filter is available in our 1g or
2g hemp wrap tube size and provides an even,
smooth hit every time.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

NICOTINE & TOBACCO FREE
Our hemp wrap blunt tubes are made with allnatural hemp, allowing you to sell them in licensed
dispensaries since they do not contain any tobacco
or nicotine.

SPIRAL FILTERS

THICK & SLOW-BURNING
Our hemp wrap blunt tubes provide a traditional
blunt-style smoking experience, with a perfect slow
burn and a rich taste. The blunt tube also allows
you to stand out among your competitors with a
high-quality premium look and feel!

FULL FLAVOR
Just like a blunt, our premium hemp blunt tubes
provide a rich and fuller-bodied smoke. With every
hit of the hemp wrap blunt tube, your customers
will notice the sweet and clean taste of our hemp
wrap. The taste of the hemp wrap perfectly
complements your high-quality flower! We don’t
add artificial flavoring — this is a luxurious natural
smoking experience.

SECURELY PACKAGED
FOR EASY PROCESSING

109mm

9mm

11mm

1 GRAM

2 GRAM

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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(833) 582-6637
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HEMP WRAP TUBE
WITH SPIRAL FILTER
109MM PRE-ROLLED BLUNT TUBES (2G) (170 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Boxes

$73.99 per Box

$0.43 per Tube

10 - 39 Boxes

$65.99 per Box

$0.38 per Tube

40 - 79 Boxes

$59.99 per Box

$0.35 per Tube

80 - 159 Boxes

$55.99 per Box

$0.32 per Tube

160 - 319 Boxes

$49.99 per Box

$0.29 per Tube

320 - 499 Boxes

$45.99 per Box

$0.27 per Tube

500+ Boxes

$41.99 per Box

$0.24 per Tube

109MM PRE-ROLLED BLUNT TUBES (1G) (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE
$0.40 per Tube

1 - 9 Boxes

$80.00 per Box

10 - 39 Boxes

$70.00 per Box

$0.35 per Tube

40 - 79 Boxes

$64.00 per Box

$0.32 per Tube

80 - 159 Boxes

$58.00 per Box

$0.29 per Tube

160 - 319 Boxes

$52.00 per Box

$0.26 per Tube

320 - 499 Boxes

$48.00 per Box

$0.24 per Tube

500+ Boxes

$42.00 per Box

$0.21 per Tube

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
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“HYBRID” HEMP WRAP TUBES
Our “hybrid” hemp wrap is a special hemp wrap that
is more resilient in terms of drying out and cracking
compared to other hemp wraps. With a beautiful green
color and natural look, our hybrid hemp wrap is perfect
for eye-catching blunts. These special pre-rolled blunts
are available with premium wood filter tips.

WOOD TIPS

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

The wood tip is very reminiscent of a classic blunt
and offers a luxury look and feel. The wood tips help
cool down the smoke, as well as filter out small
particles of flower.

CUSTOM BRANDING
All out hybrid hemp wrap tubes come unbranded and
totally plain, however you can add a custom cigar band
to create a totally custom pre-rolle blunt. Cigar bands can
be full color, include gold foil, and even other premium
options like special die cut shapes and spot UV.

109mm

CONTACT US FOR CUSTOM
BRANDED PRICING!

9mm

11mm

1 GRAM

2 GRAM

AVAILABLE
PAPER TYPES

ALL NATURAL WOOD TIPS
HYBRID BROWN
HEMP WRAP

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

HYBRID GREEN
HEMP WRAP

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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“HYBRID” HEMP WRAP TUBES

“HYBRID” HEMP WRAP W/ WOOD TIP
This classic-feeling blunt wrap is reminiscent of a traditional blunt, also providing a luxury look and
feel. Made with “hybrid” hemp wrap that blends all-natural hemp with high-quality paper, these tubes
stay fresh for longer than traditional hemp wraps. The wood tip cools don the smoke and filters out
small particle of flower.

109MM “HYBRID” HEMP WRAP W/ WOOD TIP PRE-ROLLED TUBES (2G) (50 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1-9 Boxes

$37.00 per Box

$0.74 per Tube

10-24 Boxes

$36.00 per Box

$0.72 per Tube

25-49 Boxes

$34.50 per Box

$0.69 per Tube

50-99 Boxes

$33.00 per Box

$0.66 per Tube

100-199 Boxes

$31.00 per Box

$0.62 per Tube

200-399 Boxes

$29.50 per Box

$0.59 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$27.50 per Box

$0.55 per Tube

109MM “HYBRID” HEMP WRAP W/ WOOD TIP PRE-ROLLED TUBES (1G) (50 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1-9 Boxes

$36.00 per Box

$0.72 per Tube

10-24 Boxes

$35.00 per Box

$0.70 per Tube

25-49 Boxes

$33.50 per Box

$0.67 per Tube

50-99 Boxes

$32.00 per Box

$0.64 per Tube

100-199 Boxes

$30.00 per Box

$0.60 per Tube

200-399 Boxes

$28.50 per Box

$0.57 per Tube

400+ Boxes

$26.50 per Box

$0.53 per Tube

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
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BOTANICAL BLUNT CONES
Our botanical blunt cones can be found at the
intersection of smooth and delicious. The fine,
all-natural raw materials lend themselves to a
rich smoking experience with a gentle flavor and
even burn. 109mm in size, they can fit a full gram
of flower and provide a lovely pop of color on the
dispensary shelf.

ALL-NATURAL MATERIALS

AVAILABLE PAPER TYPES

GOJI

SAGE

Made with all-natural goji berries, sage, and cocoa,
our selection of botanical blunts are rigorously
tested to pass strict compliance testing. This
gives them a clean, unfettered flavor that will
complement the taste of your herb without
overpowering it.

COCOA

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

ROBUST FLAVOR
Just like our hemp wrap blunts, our botanical blunt
cones provide a richer and fuller-bodied smoke
than finer paper cones. The subtle flavors of each
variety come together to create something equally
robust - a sweet, clean taste that allows your flower
to put its best foot forward.

PERFECT FOR GLASS
TUBES
With such a lovely and distinct pre-rolled cone,
why not put it center-stage? Our large selection
of glass tube packaging is perfect for showing off
your unique botanical pre-rolls in a way that is
sleek, exceptional, and full of luxury.

CUSTOM FLAVORS ARE
POSSIBLE WITH HIGH MOQS
109MM GOJI BERRY PRE-ROLLED CONES (1G) (800 PER BOX)
PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

$299.99 per Box

$0.37 per Tube

1109MM COCOA PRE-ROLLED CONES (1G) (800 PER BOX)
PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

$399.99 per Box

$0.50 per Tube

109MM SAGE PRE-ROLLED CONES (1G) (800 PER BOX)
PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

$399.99 per Box

$0.50 per Tube
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Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
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CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES
PAPER TYPES

Cigarette style tubes are perfect for brands that
want their pre-rolls to look and feel like a classic
cigarette. However, compared to traditional
cigarette tubes, our tubes are specifically designed
for flower and hemp! We offer a wide variety of
paper types, filter colors, and filter options to
choose from.

HIGH FLOW FILTER
Compared to traditional cigarette filters, our HighFlow Filters are specifically designed for cannabis
and hemp. As the name indicates, the High-Flow
filter is easier to draw through, filtering out less
smoke for more robust, potent hits!

REFINED HEMP
28GSM

UNREFINED
FLAX 28GSM

UNREFINED
HEMP 18GSM

FILTER PAPER COLORS

HEMP PAPER FILTER
Our Hemp Paper Filters are made from crumpled
hemp paper, and they are even easier to draw
through than our High-Flow Filters. Plus, they are
completely biodegradable!

WHITE

CREAM

BLACK

TRADITIONAL

HOLLOW-TIP FILTER
The Hollow-Tip Filter is perfect for brands that want
their pre-roll to look like a cigarette, but have no
filtration at all. With a hole right down the middle,
you’ll get big hits with these tubes.

FILTER TYPES

HOLLOW-TIP

HIGH-FLOW

HEMP PAPER

TRADITIONAL

VARIATIONS THAT ARE KEPT IN STOCK

- REFINED HEMP
- WHITE FILTER PAPER
- HIGH-FLOW FILTER

- UNREFINED FLAX
- CREAM FILTER PAPER
- HOLLOW-TIP FILTER

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

- UNREFINED HEMP
- BLACK FILTER PAPER
- HEMP FILTER

- UNREFINED HEMP
- BLACK FILTER PAPER
- HIGH-FLOW FILTER

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES
Cigarette-Style Tubes are a sleek, inconspicuous option for your pre-rolls. These feel like a cigarette
when smoking them, but they were designed specifically for cannabis and hemp products, so they will
burn more evenly and smoothly than a standard cigarette tube. Choose from white or brown hemp
paper, pick a tipping band color, and also choose from multiple filter options!

STANDARD FILTER, WHITE HEMP PAPER, TRADITIONAL TIP
CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 7 Boxes

$7.99 per Box

$0.040 per Tube

8 - 15 Boxes

$7.69 per Box

$0.038 per Tube

16 - 31 Boxes

$7.10 per Box

$0.036 per Tube

32 - 39 Boxes

$6.99 per Box

$0.035 per Tube

40 - 49 Boxes

$6.70 per Box

$0.034 per Tube

50 - 74 Boxes

$6.30 per Box

$0.032 per Tube

75+ Boxes

$5.99 per Box

$0.030 per Tube

HIGH FLOW FILTER, WHITE HEMP PAPER, WHITE TIP WITH BLUE STRIPES
CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 7 Boxes

$17.80 per Box

$0.089 per Tube

8 - 15 Boxes

$16.80 per Box

$0.084 per Tube

16 - 31 Boxes

$16.20 per Box

$0.081 per Tube

32 - 39 Boxes

$15.80 per Box

$0.079 per Tube

40 - 49 Boxes

$15.00 per Box

$0.075 per Tube

50 - 74 Boxes

$14.60 per Box

$0.073 per Tube

75+ Boxes

$14.20 per Box

$0.071 per Tube
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CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES
HIGH FLOW FILTER, WHITE HEMP PAPER, BLACK TIP
CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 7 Boxes

$17.80 per Box

$0.089 per Tube

8 - 15 Boxes

$16.80 per Box

$0.084 per Tube

16 - 31 Boxes

$16.20 per Box

$0.081 per Tube

32 - 39 Boxes

$15.80 per Box

$0.079 per Tube

40 - 49 Boxes

$15.00 per Box

$0.075 per Tube

50 - 74 Boxes

$14.60 per Box

$0.073 per Tube

75+ Boxes

$14.20 per Box

$0.071 per Tube

HIGH FLOW FILTER, WHITE HEMP PAPER, WHITE TIP
CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 7 Boxes

$17.80 per Box

$0.089 per Tube

8 - 15 Boxes

$16.80 per Box

$0.084 per Tube

16 - 31 Boxes

$16.20 per Box

$0.081 per Tube

32 - 39 Boxes

$15.80 per Box

$0.079 per Tube

40 - 49 Boxes

$15.00 per Box

$0.075 per Tube

50 - 74 Boxes

$14.60 per Box

$0.073 per Tube

75+ Boxes

$14.20 per Box

$0.071 per Tube

HIGH FLOW FILTER, BROWN HEMP PAPER, BLACK TIP
CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 7 Boxes

$17.80 per Box

$0.089 per Tube

8 - 15 Boxes

$16.80 per Box

$0.084 per Tube

16 - 31 Boxes

$16.20 per Box

$0.081 per Tube

32 - 39 Boxes

$15.80 per Box

$0.079 per Tube

40 - 49 Boxes

$15.00 per Box

$0.075 per Tube

50 - 74 Boxes

$14.60 per Box

$0.073 per Tube

75+ Boxes

$14.20 per Box

$0.071 per Tube
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CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES
HEMP FILTER, BROWN HEMP PAPER, BLACK TIP
CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 7 Boxes

$33.80 per Box

$0.169 per Tube

8 - 15 Boxes

$32.80 per Box

$0.164 per Tube

16 - 31 Boxes

$31.20 per Box

$0.156 per Tube

32 - 39 Boxes

$30.20 per Box

$0.151 per Tube

40 - 49 Boxes

$29.80 per Box

$0.149 per Tube

50 - 74 Boxes

$28.40 per Box

$0.142 per Tube

75+ Boxes

$27.80 per Box

$0.139 per Tube

HOLLOW-TIP FILTER, UNBLEACHED FLAX PAPER, CREAM TIP
CIGARETTE-STYLE TUBES (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF BOXES

PRICE PER BOX

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 7 Boxes

$33.99 per Box

$0.17 per Tube

8 - 15 Boxes

$31.80 per Box

$0.159 per Tube

16 - 31 Boxes

$29.80 per Box

$0.149 per Tube

32 - 39 Boxes

$28.00 per Box

$0.14 per Tube

40 - 49 Boxes

$26.40 per Box

$0.132 per Tube

50 - 74 Boxes

$25.00 per Box

$0.125 per Tube

75+ Boxes

$23.40 per Box

$0.117 per Tube
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PERFECT PACK 180
NO
SOFT
!
SPOTS

EASILY FILL TUBES
The Perfect Pack 180 is not intended for
professional, commercial-grade use, but is great
for consumers! Fill cigarette or Artisan style tubes
with ease with no soft spots near the crutch. With
an adjustable dial, you can fine tune the perfect
density as you fill pre-rolled tubes.

VESATILE DESIGN
Designed to work perfectly with 8mm tubes, the
Perfect Pack can also work with larger diameter
tubes and even cones! Other sizes may take a little
more finesse, but can be packed really well!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

FULL, EVEN FILL

WORKS WITH BOTH CIGARETTE
TUBES AND ARTISAN TUBES

PERFECT PACK 180

$49.95
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FAST FILL 55 & 121
MADE
IN THE
USA

EASY TO USE
Our Fast Fill Cone-Filling Machines are intuitive
and take the hardest work out of filling cones. Just
load the pre-rolls from the top and allow gravity
and gentle vibration to guide the cannabis into
each individual cone. Then just tamp, seal by
twisting or folding, and you’re done! For a tighter
pack, you may want to then knock the Fast Fill
cartridge up and down. No need to spend long
hours learning the machine - five minutes in and
you’ll be filling like a pro!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION
Want to pack different sizes of pre-rolls, or increase
the number of cones you can run per cycle? The
Fast Fill makes it simple - each component, from
holders to bases, can be purchased individually!
From paper cones to hemp wrap blunts and
everything in between, easily adjust to the needs
of your business with multiple types of cone
cartridges available, additional machines, and
other variable product offerings!

SCALES OUTPUT & PROFITS
The Fast Fill makes producing higher quantities of
pre-rolls both affordable and scalable, providing
ample opportunity to increase your profit margins!
The machine will quickly pay for itself with time
saved and your increased output of product.

FAST FILL 55

FAST FILL 121

STARTER KIT INCLUDES:

CONE CARTRIDGE

STABILIZATION PAD

VIBRATING TABLE
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FAST FILL 55 & 121
70MM CONES

84MM CONES

98MM CONES

Fast Fill 55

$469.00

$469.00

$499.00

Fast Fill 121

$549.00

$599.00

$619.00

98MM REEFER
CONES

109MM CONES

1.5G CONES

Fast Fill 55

—

$549.00

$469.00

Fast Fill 121

$599.00

$849.00

$599.00

.5G PALM LEAF
TUBES

1G HEMP WRAP
AND PALM LEAF
BLUNT TUBES

2G HEMP WRAP
AND PALM LEAF
TUBES

Fast Fill 55

$469.00

$499.00

$579.00

Fast Fill 121

$599.00

$619.00

$899.00

The Fast Fill takes the hardest work out of filling cones. With a modular design that allows you to
replace each individual piece, this machine is easy to use and will get you started making pre-rolls at
scale in no time! Gravity and gentle vibration cause the flower to fall into the cones, and once all of the
material is where it should be, you just tamp and seal your pre-roll! For a tighter pack, you may want to
then knock the Fast Fill cartridge up and down.
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KING KONE
The King Kone pre-roll cone filling machine is perfect
for companies of all sizes — from single dispensaries
to top brands and MSOs! The metal King Kone
machine is solid and heavy duty, leading to better
overall filling action and durability. Compared to
vibration based knockboxes, this unit has a strong
up-and-down motor, which packs much faster and
tighter. No more soft spots near the filter tip!

MADE
IN THE
USA

VERSATILE
Made in the United States, the King Kone pre-rolled
cone filling machine is designed to work with all
standard cone sizes right out of the box! This cone
filling machine will work with half-gram 84mm
pre-rolled cones, 3/4 gram 98mm pre-rolled cones,
and full-gram 109mm pre-rolled cones. If you want to
pack 98mm slim, reefer-sized, or mini cones, you will
need to purchase additional cone-filling trays. There
are also cartridges for filling tube style products, like
our glass or wood tipped tubes!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

AFFORDABLE
Most pre-roll filling machines cost upwards of $5,000
- but not this one! Reasonably priced at less than
$2,000, you will save even more money by not having
to purchase costly trays for every cone size. Compared
to buying a larger machine with more holes, your
throughput will actually be faster with multiple
machines turning out constant batches.
PACKS GLASS, CERAMIC, &
WOOD TIPPED CONES & TUBES!

BUNDLE DISCOUNTS
With our bundle discounts, you can save even more
money by adding pre-rolled cones, pop-top tubes,
custom labels, or anything else to your order! If you
are just getting started, check out our Starter Kits,
which come with a cone filling machine, grinder,
and pre-rolled cones! You can also ask about our
label application service, where we custom print
your labels and apply them automatically to your
pre-rolled tubes.

BUNDLE DISCOUNT

AVAILABLE ATTACHMENTS

KING KONE

Metering Tray

$1,699.99
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Tamping Tool

Tube Packing
Conversion Kit

Reefer Tray

Dogwalker Tray

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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INDUSTRIAL CANNABIS GRINDER
Stop turning your flower to dust and start grinding
it to the perfect size with ease! Our stainlesssteel Industrial Cannabis Grinder was specifically
developed with pre-rolls in mind. With three screen
sizes and a high-torque motor, the flexibility and
quality of our grinder is unmatched.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

HIGH-SPEED OUTPUT
With a high-torque motor that yields a throughput
of one pound per minute, our grinder will save you
time without sacrificing a quality grind. All with
a standard 110V power cord that plugs into any
standard outlet.

EASILY REMOVABLE STAINLESSSTEEL BLADES

PERFECT CONSISTENCY

XS SCREE
N
SIZE SOLD
SEPARATE
LY

The four adjustable screens allow for total control
of the particle size, allowing you to achieve the
perfect grind for each unique strain and harvest.
The Industrial Grinder comes with the standard 3
screens out of the box and the extra-small screen is
an optional add-on.

PRESERVES TERPENES
The high-torque and low-RPM design helps
preserve the terpenes and trichomes in your flower
by reducing the amount of heat and stress it is
exposed to. Things like blenders, food processors,
and even some of our competitors’ grinders spin
too fast, creating friction that causes heat and
destroys trichomes.

FOUR DIFFERENT PARTICLE
SCREEN SIZES AVAILABLE

TOP
SELLER

OVER 30
5-STAR
REVIEWS

CONSISTENTLY PERFECT
GRINDING

INDUSTRIAL CANNABIS GRINDER

$2,499.00
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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MEGA INDUSTRIAL CANNABIS GRINDER
Our Mega Industrial Cannabis Grinder takes
everything you love about our regular-sized
industrial grinder, and allows you to grind even
more flower at once! Stop turning your flower to
dust and start grinding it to the perfect size with
ease! Our stainless-steel Mega Industrial Cannabis
Grinder was specifically developed with pre-rolls in
mind. With three screen sizes and multiple blade
options, the flexibility and quality of our grinder is
unmatched.

ULTRA-FAST PRODUCTION

HUGE INTAKE CHUTE

This mega-sized industrial grinder has the ability
to grind 100 lbs of flower in 5-10 minutes using a 4
HP, 220-volt motor! The high torque and low RPMs
allow it to grind dense nugs delicately, without
losing any terpenes or trichomes to friction and
heat. Because it is a continuous grinding system,
there is no startup or downtime during use.

IZE
MINIM
TIME
DOWN

CUSTOMIZABLE
PARTICLE SIZE
The adjustable screens allow for total control of the
particle size, allowing you to safely hand over the
grinding to anyone on your team!
HIGH TORQUE, LOW RPM

TRICHOME & TERPENE
PROTECTION
The high-torque and low-RPM design helps
preserve the terpenes and trichomes in your flower
by reducing the amount of heat and stress it is
exposed to. Things like blenders, food processors,
and even some of our competitors’ grinders spin
too fast, creating friction that causes heat and
destroys trichomes.

RCIAL

E
COMM

GRADE

INDUSTRIAL BUILD

MEGA INDUSTRIAL CANNABIS GRINDER

$12,500.00

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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INDUSTRIAL GRINDSIZER
The GrindSizer is the most sophisticated grinder
we offer, as it is pharmaceutical and laboratory
grade, as well as GMP certified. The Industrial
GrindSizer can continually process 1 to 3 pounds of
material per minute, making it a powerhouse for
any pre-roll production line! This mill is also great
for large-scale extractors.

SCIENTIFIC PRECISION
Utilizing Fritsch’s patented milling technology,
the negative pressure vortex of the Industrial
GrindSizer helps to increase the output of perfectly
ground flower while still preserving trichomes
and your customer’s overall smoking experience.
Unlike weed-whacker style grinders that create
friction and in turn, create heat that diminishes
terpenes and flower quality, the Industrial
GrinderSizer’s continuous milling system mitigates
heat generation. The precise cutting mechanisms
ensure rapid particle size reduction with minimum
exposure to physical damage.

GRINDER BLADE

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE
Everything about the Industrial GrindSizer
machine is customizable – the motor speed can
be adjusted from anywhere between 300 to 3000
rpm, and the particle screens are available in 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10mm options, so you can fine-tune which
particle size works best for your end product.
Get the perfect grind with your exact needed
specifications so the material settles perfectly in
cones and tubes!

COLLECTION JAR

GMP

CERTIFIED

EASY MAINTENANCE
This machine is crafted from pharmaceuticalgrade stainless steel that is dust-free and easy
to clean. Each of the stainless-steel blades is
entirely removable for easier sharpening, cleaning,
and replacement. The grinding chamber opens
completely so you can easily reach every part of the
inside of this machine to keep it clean and ready
for your pre-roll production process.

INDUSTRIAL GRINDSIZER

$29,999.00
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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KING KONE STARTER KIT
The King Kone Pre-Roll Starter Kit is the ideal
bundle for professionals serious about starting
or growing their own pre-roll line! This bundle
includes our King Kone pre-roll filling machine,
the Industrial Cannabis Grinder, and $100 of store
credit in addition to your discounted bundle
pricing. You can also save on the purchase of a
Quick Sift Mini or a Quick Sift Pro.

INDUSTRIAL CANNABIS
GRINDER

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

Stop turning your flower to dust and start
grinding it to the perfect size with ease! Our
stainless-steel Industrial Cannabis Grinder was
specifically developed with pre-rolls in mind. With
three screen sizes and multiple blade options, the
flexibility of our grinder is unmatched.

QUICK SIFT PRO
The commercial cannabis sifter is the choice
of industry professionals, as it quickly and
thoroughly prepares your flower after grinding
by sifting out any undesirable extras like twigs or
seeds that might otherwise ruin a smooth smoke.
Custom Cones USA offers multiple screen sizes,
so you can pair your pre-rolls with flower sifted
to the perfect particle size. This commercial sifter
allows for even faster processing with its wider
diameter– 16 inches compared to the 13.74 inches
of the Quick Sift Mini.

COMMERCIAL CANNABIS
SIFTER

KING KONE
The King Kone Pre-Roll Cone Filling Machine is
user and budget-friendly, with a high-quality
design and innovative user process that makes
producing pre-rolls at scale easier than ever. With
multiple attachments to fit any size of cone you
need, adjustable intensity to reach your desired
pack, and compatibility with grinding and sifting
machines, the King Kone makes the production
of top-quality pre-rolls accessible to everyone, big
companies and small entrepreneurs alike.

King Kone and
Industrial Cannabis
Grinder

$100
STORE CREDIT
+ BUNDLE DISCOUNTS
ON ALL MACHINES

PRICE

W/ QUICK SIFT
MINI

W/ QUICK SIFT
COMMERCIAL

W/ QUICK SIFT
INDUSTRIAL

$4,098.00

$4,762.00

$5,527.00

$6,448.00

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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QUICK SIFT SIFTING MACHINES
Sifting your flower automatically removes stems, seeds,
and larger particles of flower. This is an essential step
when producing pre-rolls in order to avoid poked holes,
air pockets, and uneven burning. Our Quick Sift Series was
designed specifically with cannabis and hemp processors
in mind. The stainless-steel construction makes these
machines easy to clean. A consistent grind allows your prerolls to be packed uniformly and create a better smoking
experience. Just pour your ground material into the sifter,
turn it on, and wait for your flower to be sifted to perfection!

MULTIPLE SCREEN SIZES

QUICK SIFT MINI 13.75” SCREEN
SIZE

The particle size of your flower plays a major role in the
quality of your pre-rolls. A smaller particle size will allow
more flower to be packed into a small cone, but too small
of a particle size may lead to a poor, uneven burn. All of our
Quick Sift models come with one screen size of your choice
– 12 mesh, 10 mesh, or 8 mesh – so you can tailor your setup
to meet your specific needs.

SCALABLE OPTIONS
Whether you are a large company or a small operation,
we have a sifter for you! Our trio of sifting machines offers
solutions for businesses of all sizes, even as you scale up. From
our Quick Sift Mini’s 13.75-inch screen diameter to our largest
Commercial Quick Sift’s 16-inch size, we are here to help
match you with the perfect machine for your sifting needs!

COMMERCIAL QUICK SIFT 16”
SCREEN SIZE

MACHINE STARTER KITS
Our Quick Sift machines pair perfectly with our industrial
cannabis grinder and any of our cone filling machines. With
customizable settings available on most of our machines,
you can tailor your grind size, sift size, and size/type of preroll to your exact needs, allowing your final product to come
out with the desired appearance and quality.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

INDUSTRIAL QUICK SIFT 16”
SCREEN SIZE
ADDITIONAL MESH
SCREEN SIZES AVAILABLE

QUICK SIFT MINI

QUICK SIFT COMMERICIAL

QUICK SIFT INDUSTRIAL

$699.00

$1,499.00

$2,500.00

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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WORK-IN-PROGRESS TRAYS
The Pre-Roll Work-in-Progress Holding Tray is
a perfect way for you to hold and keep track of
your pre-rolls as you fill, tamp, and fold them! The
Pre-Roll Work-in-Progress Tray can hold up to 96
pre-rolls at once in an upright position to ensure
that they keep their shape and avoid damage
before the final weighing, tamping, and folding.
This simple tray is the an easy addition to your
pre-roll filling process as it adds an additional layer
to keep track of how many pre-rolls are being filled
and keeps your pre-roll filling process streamlined
and organized. These are also great for infused prerolls, so you can paint and kief the sides without
creating a mess or ruining the sides of the pre-roll.

QUALITY CONTROL
One side of this pre-roll holder tray holds cones of
any size, and the other side holds 1-gram hemp
wrap tubes. The addition of the pre-roll holding
tray allows you to consistently track the output of
the people who are filling your pre-rolls, knowing
who is producing the most pre-rolls at any given
time! Because the tray holds the pre-rolls in an
upright position, your pre-rolls are safe from
spilling flower or getting damaged when placed
flat on a table.

GREAT ADD-ON ITEM
Considering buying one of our pre-roll filling
machines like the King Kone or the Fast Fill?
Work-in-Progress Trays are the perfect addition to
your process! Purchasing a Work-in-Progress Tray
alongside your machine gives you an additional
layer of organization and convenience to your
pre-roll process.

WORK-IN-PROGRESS TRAYS

$15.00
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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CANNA LABELERS
Stop labeling your packaging by hand - not only
is hand-labeling slow and expensive, it is also
not nearly as accurate as labeling with machine
assistance. We offer two levels of labeling
technology: our Canna Labeler Starter, which is
non-electric, and our Canna Labeler Pro, which is
more automated.

STANDARD COMPATIBILITY
Both the Starter and Pro are able to label
containers with a minimum diameter of 8mm
and a maximum diameter of 110mm, fitting most
standard-sized pre-roll tubes.

STARTER

CANNA LABELER STARTER
The Canna Labeler Starter will help you not only
label faster, but more accurately as well. No more
wasted labels or crooked stickers!
TRADE-IN VALUE
Upgrade to Canna Labeler Pro and receive 80%
value from your Starter toward your order.
OUTPUT
8-10 labels per minute

CANNA LABELER PRO

PRO

The Canna Labeler Pro will help take your
manufacturing to the next level! With an
automated label dispenser, your labels are
effortlessly and perfectly applied in seconds.
TRADE-IN VALUE
Upgrade to our Industrial model and receive 25%
value from your Pro toward your order.
OUTPUT

CONTACT US TO SEE
HOW MUCH YOU CAN
SAVE BY BUNDLING
WITH YOUR JOINT
TUBES

15-18 labels per minute

CANNA LABELERS STARTER

CANNA LABELER PRO

$1,650.00

$5,700.00

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
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OVERWRAPPING MACHINE
If you’re packaging your pre-rolls in an
environmentally-friendly, paper-based package,
adding an overwrap is a great way to create a
tamper-evident seal and help your product stay
fresh over time. The added layer of protection also
helps to preserve terpenes by acting as a barrier to
both air and moisture.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

PROFESSIONAL LOOK
Adding an overwrapping seal is a great way to add
a finishing touch to your pre-roll packaging. It keeps
your tube and label visible without obstruction
while maintaining a clean, finished look.

TEAR-TAPE
The gold tear-tape attachment allows you to add
a tear strip on the package, similar to cigarette
boxes. This makes your package easier to open and
look clean-cut and professional.

DIMENSIONS
The overwrapping machine was manufatured to
hold rolls of film with a width up to 12”.

SIMPLE AND FAST

MADE
IN THE
USA

PROFESSIONAL FINISH

OVERWRAPPING MACHINE

$1,490.00
JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
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METAL CIGAR ROLLER
$999.00

Our blunt-rolling machine, also known as a
Lieberman, bases its design off of the tool
that hand-rolled cigar manufacturers around
the world have used for hundreds of years. Its
industrial-grade materials and simple operation
makes it a must-have for anyone wanting to
create a premium blunt-smoking experience.

MADE
IN THE
USA

EQUAL COMPRESSION
Compared to cheap hand rollers, our blunt
roller allows you to roll with perfectly-even
compression across the entire blunt. This creates
the perfect amount of resistance when taking
a draw, and provides the ability to take large,
flavorful hits with minimal harshness.

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE
Our blunt-rolling machine allows users to
produce a pre-roll that is up to 8in in length
with a diameter of up to 1in (27mm). Inquire
about ordering our custom cigar bands for the
ultimate eye-catching blunt!

INCREASED OUTPUT
The user-friendly design allows for absolute ease
and efficiency when rolling the blunts. This leads
to a much higher output than traditional hand
rolling tools.

THE INTUITIVE DESIGN ALLOWS FOR STRAIGHTFORWARD CUSTOMIZATION AND SIMPLE OPERATION

ASK US A
BOUT
OUR HEM
P WRAP
BOBBINS!

HEMP

COCOA

PREMIUM
HEMP

GOJI
HIBISCUS

SAGE

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!
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WOODEN CIGAR ROLLERS
Wooden cigar rollers produce smooth, slow-burning
cigars, and create an overall luxurious experience. Its
velvety smoke fills up the mouth like a fine brandy or
cognac. The smoke swirls around, tantalizing the senses
as the experience evolves and matures. Combining
quality cannabis and premium rolling papers with
these cigar rollers will cultivate high-end, beautifullyrolled blunts with ease.

ACE CIGARETTE ROLLER
The Ace Cigarette Roller is made in the USA and
handcrafted from solid mahogany and brass, perfect
for manufacturers who are looking to produce a rolled
cigarette that will differentiate their brand by creating
a one-of-a-kind smoking experience. This roller has the
capability to roll cigarettes that are smaller than the
traditional slim cigarette and up to a cigarette that is 1/2
inch in diameter. It also fits the standard 11/4 inch rolling
paper and can roll your cigarettes to perfection in mere
seconds. While the Ace can work for business, it is also
great for personal use.

$69.00
ACE CIGARETTE ROLLER

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

TUMBLEWEED CIGAR ROLLER
Not every customer is going to want a 12-inch blunt.
Some folks like the smooth draw and lower time
commitment of a cigarillo-style smoke that maintains
all the luxury, but in a thinner and shorter package.
They are reminiscent of the stubby cigarillos smoked
by Clint Eastwood characters in old Italian westerns.
The Tumbleweed looks like the younger brother of
the Wooden Cigar Roller, with the same high-quality
walnut construction with brass knobs - just shrunk
down to deliver masterfully-rolled, smaller cigars.

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

$149.00
TUMBLEWEED CIGAR ROLLER

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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WOODEN CIGAR ROLLERS
DEUCE CIGAR ROLLER
This blunt rolling machine is perfect for brands looking
to increase their cigar or blunt production numbers!
This hand-operated rolling machine is an easy-to-use
option that provides consistency and durability in an
industrial production environment. The Deuce Roller
is compatible with all types of papers and wraps, and
works great with luxury tips such as glass or wood filter
tips. Further customize your blunts with the addition of
cigar bands and custom branded packaging!

WOOD CIGAR ROLLER
The Wood Cigar Roller is handcrafted from solid
walnut with brass handles, knobs, and finishings, with
a beautiful mauve-tone belt. From the aesthetically
pleasing appearance of the roller, you can tell just by
looking at it that it was designed to deliver exceptional
products. It has the ability to roll whole-leaf tobacco,
but typically rolls cigars up to 9.5 inches long at
various densities. It is a little bit smaller than the semiautomatic, as well as more cost-friendly.

$99.00
DEUCE CIGAR ROLLER

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

$429.00
WOOD CIGAR ROLLER

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!
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MACHINE DEMOS & SAMPLE AREA
CT
I NJE

OI

L I N THE

C

TER!

Our Fully-Automatic Infused Pre-Roll Machine uses new, state-ofthe-art technology
to deliver
a precise infusion of concentrate in the
32+
MONTHS
center of every pre-roll. It works with nearly every pre-roll and blunt
OF R&D!
cone size, as well as nearly every type of concentrate — from wax
or butter, to diamonds in sauce or distillate, even hash rosin, and
everything in between!

S

EN

INFUSES
UP TO
DEMO OUR
PRE-ROLL
800 PRE-ROLLS
INFUSION
MACHINE
PER HOUR!

INJECTS OIL
IN THE CENTER!
INFUSES UP TO 800
PRE-ROLLS PER HOUR!

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

Look and feel samples of all
our pre-rolled cones, blunts,
and tube style pre-rolls!
Get hands-on with all our
packaging options — from
tins, to tubes, to luxury
paper boxes!
Consult directly with our
team of pre-roll experts on
all your pre-roll needs!

Check out our
wide variety
of glass tube &
cap options!
We can label
in-house &
offer fast
turnarounds!

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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WOODEN FILTER TIPS
BULK, WHOLESALE TIPS
If you are rolling premium joints, blunts, or
cannagars, our bulk, wholesale wood filter tips
are the perfect way to finish them off! They are
shipped in bundles of 100 and come in three
standard sizes, though custom options and larger
quantities are available by request.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

CRAFT PREMIUM
PRE-ROLLS
Wood filter tips add to your pre-rolls in both flair
and function. They provide a smoother smoking
experience and pair perfectly with our premium
hemp wrap pre-rolls and bobbins, as well as tools
that aid in hand-rolling, like our Cigar Rolling
Machine. By finishing off your pre-rolls with an allnatural wood tip, you will end up with an elevated
product that complements your cannabis and helps
your product stand out on dispensary shelves.

QUALITY FEEL, QUALITY SMOKE

CUSTOM SIZES + BRANDING
Amp up your pre-roll quality even more with wood
tips that are specially crafted to compliment your
product and brand. If you are looking for a specific
size or shape of wood filter tip, just let us know!
We can customize the fit and dimensions to your
specifications, as well as apply your branding or
logo to the filter tip.

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637
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WOODEN FILTER TIPS
8.5MM X 23MM WOODEN FILTER TIPS (100 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 5 Cases

$54.99 per Case

$0.55 per Unit

6 - 9 Cases

$42.99 per Case

$0.43 per Unit

10 - 19 Cases

$39.99 per Case

$0.40 per Unit

20 - 99 Cases

$36.99 per Case

$0.37 per Unit

100+ Cases

$32.99 per Case

$0.33 per Unit

9.6MM X 38MM WOODEN FILTER TIPS (100 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 5 Cases

$58.99 per Case

$0.59 per Unit

6 - 9 Cases

$45.99 per Case

$0.46 per Unit

10 - 19 Cases

$42.99 per Case

$0.43 per Unit

20 - 99 Cases

$39.99 per Case

$0.40 per Unit

100+ Cases

$35.99 per Case

$0.36 per Unit

11MM X 38.6MM WOODEN FILTER TIPS (100 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 5 Cases

$56.99 per Case

$0.57 per Unit

6 - 9 Cases

$44.99 per Case

$0.45 per Unit

10 - 19 Cases

$40.99 per Case

$0.41 per Unit

20 - 99 Cases

$37.99 per Case

$0.38 per Unit

100+ Cases

$34.99 per Case

$0.35 per Unit

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE

8.5MM X 23MM

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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9.6MM X 38MM

11MM X 38.6MM

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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GLASS FILTER TIPS
BULK, WHOLESALE TIPS
If you are rolling premium joints, blunts, or
cannagars, our bulk, wholesale Glass Filter Tips are
perfect for adding an extra touch! They are shipped
in bundles of 100 and come in three standard sizes,
though custom options and larger quantities are
available by request.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

CRAFT PREMIUM PRE-ROLLS
Glass Filter Tips add to your pre-rolls in both flair
and function. They provide a smoother smoking
experience and pair perfectly with our premium
hemp wrap pre-rolls and bobbins, as well as tools
that aid in hand-rolling, like our Cigar Rolling
Machine. By finishing off your pre-rolls with an allnatural glass tip, you will end up with an elevated
product that complements your cannabis and helps
your product stand out dispensary shelves.

QUALITY FEEL, QUALITY SMOKE

CUSTOM SIZES + BRANDING
Amp up your pre-roll quality even more with glass
tips that are specially crafted to compliment your
product and brand. If you are looking for a specific
size or shape of Glass Filter Tip, just let us know!
We can customize the fit and dimensions to your
specifications, as well as apply your branding or logo
to the filter tip.
UPGRADE TO BLACK GLASS TIPS

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE

FLAT-MOUTH STYLE GLASS TIPS

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

BULLET STYLE GLASS TIPS

CYLINDER STYLE GLASS TIPS

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
are subject to change without prior notice due to currency fluctuation, fuel prices and/or unforeseen economic circumstances. All
international orders are subject to their local customs/duties, which are not included in the order. Additionally, the Seller reserves
the right to make any corrections to prices quoted due to clerical errors or errors of omission. Prices on CustomConesUSA.com are
most up to date, this catalog may be out of date at the time of receipt.
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GLASS FILTER TIPS
CLEAR GLASS TIPS

10MM X 29MM

9MM X 35MM

8MM X 25MM

$54.99
PER CASE
(100 TIPS/CASE)

· 8mm x 25mm Cylinder Shape Clear glass tips
· 9mm x 35mm Flat Mouth Clear glass tips
· 10mm x 29mm Flat Mouth Clear glass tips
· 10mm x 30mm Cylinder Shape Clear glass tips
· 12mm x 35mm Cone Shape Clear glass tips
· 12mm x 30mm Cylinder Shape Clear glass tips

$74.00
PER CASE
(100 TIPS/CASE)
· 9mm x 32mm Bullet Shape Clear glass tips

BLACK GLASS TIPS

8MM X 25MM

10MM X 30MM

12MM X 30MM

8MM X 25MM, 10MM X 30MM, 12MM X 30MM
CYLINDER SHAPE BLACK GLASS TIPS (100 TIPS/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 5 Cases

$60.00 per Case

$0.60 per Unit

6 - 9 Cases

$55.00 per Case

$0.55 per Unit

10 - 19 Cases

$52.00 per Case

$0.52 per Unit
$0.46 per Unit

20 - 39 Cases

$46.00 per Case

40 - 99 Cases

$41.00 per Case

$0.41 per Unit

100+ Cases

$39.00 per Case

$0.39 per Unit

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!
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Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
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POP-TOP PRE-ROLL TUBES
Our joint tubes are fully compliant and certified
child-resistant! We have a variety of sizes to choose
from, and we have an array of colors available! If you
need a different color than what we have available,
we are happy to work with you to create any other
colors you may need!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

THOUGHTFULLY CRAFTED
Our pop-top tubes are made with quality and
consistency in mind! With a living hinge that can be
opened and closed over and over, these tubes are
made to last. The durability also lends itself nicely for
consumer reuse!

CHILD-RESISTANT
Our joint tubes are certified child resistant, and we
have the ASTM documents to prove it! This allows for
them to be sold even in the strictest markets, as they
meet all of the strictest packaging requirements.

SAVE MONEY BY BUNDLING
YOUR TUBES AND CONES
Try bundling
our clear joint
tubes with our
designer cones
to have your
pre-rolls stand
out on the
dispensary
shelves!

ARRAY OF COLORS
We offer multiple colors of tubes in order to meet
your compliance and branding needs! We currently
have clear, black, white, gold, silver, red, blue, green,
purple, and many more! We can also make custom
Pantone-matched pop-top tubes.

POPULAR COLOR OPTIONS

Blue

Orange

White

Green

Gold

Black

Lime Green

Pink

Grape Purple

Purple

Clear

Red

Silver

ASK OUR TEAM ABOUT
CUSTOM COLOR OPTIONS!
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Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
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POP-TOP PRE-ROLL TUBES
Our Select Line of Pop-Top Pre-Roll Tubes is proudly made here in the USA. These tubes are childresistant and come in opaque options that will satisfy compliance regulations in even the strictest
markets. And even though they are child-resistant, they are still tested thoroughly to ensure that
adults can easily open them – this keeps cannabis out of little hands, but easily accessible to the
grownups who need it! They come in a variety of sizes to fit any size of pre-roll you make and are
fully customizable!

116MM SELECT LINE PRE-ROLL TUBES (1000 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Cases

$120.00 per Case

$0.120 per Tube

10 - 24 Cases

$105.00 per Case

$0.105 per Tube

25 - 49 Cases

$92.00 per Case

$0.092 per Tube

50 - 74 Cases

$86.00 per Case

$0.086 per Tube

75+ Cases

$79.00 per Case

$0.079 per Tube

98MM SELECT LINE PRE-ROLL TUBES (1000 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Cases

$120.00 per Case

$0.120 per Tube

10 - 24 Cases

$105.00 per Case

$0.105 per Tube

25 - 49 Cases

$92.00 per Case

$0.092 per Tube

50 - 74 Cases

$86.00 per Case

$0.086 per Tube

75+ Cases

$79.00 per Case

$0.079 per Tube

90MM SELECT LINE PRE-ROLL TUBES (1000 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Cases

$120.00 per Case

$0.120 per Tube

10 - 24 Cases

$105.00 per Case

$0.105 per Tube

25 - 49 Cases

$92.00 per Case

$0.092 per Tube

50 - 74 Cases

$86.00 per Case

$0.086 per Tube

75+ Cases

$79.00 per Case

$0.079 per Tube

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER

For deals, new items, & pre-roll insights!

(833) 582-6637

Shipping cost is quoted based on volume and location it’s being sent to. All prices, product availability, and custom capabilities
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POP-TOP PRE-ROLL TUBES
Our SafeLock line is proudly made here in the USA. These tubes are child-resistant and come in
opaque options that will satisfy compliance regulations in even the strictest markets. And even though
they are child-resistant, they are still tested thoroughly to ensure that adults can easily open them –
this keeps cannabis out of little hands, but easily accessible to the grownups who need it! They come
in a variety of sizes to fit any size of pre-roll you make and are fully customizable!

116MM SAFELOCK PRE-ROLL TUBES (500 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 14 Cases

$56.00 per Case

$0.112 per Tube

15 - 19 Cases

$49.50 per Case

$0.099 per Tube

20 - 69 Cases

$46.50 per Case

$0.093 per Tube

70 - 99 Cases

$41.50 per Case

$0.083 per Tube

100+ Cases

$38.50 per Case

$0.077 per Tube

92MM SAFELOCK PRE-ROLL TUBES (600 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 14 Cases

$73.50 per Case

$0.122 per Tube

15 - 19 Cases

$67.20 per Case

$0.112 per Tube

20 - 69 Cases

$62.30 per Case

$0.103 per Tube

70 - 99 Cases

$54.60 per Case

$0.091 per Tube

100+ Cases

$50.40 per Case

$0.084 per Tube
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POP-TOP PRE-ROLL TUBES
Our GripLock tubes are child-resistant and come in opaque options that will satisfy compliance
regulations in even the strictest markets. And even though they are child-resistant, they are still tested
thoroughly to ensure that adults can easily open them – this keeps cannabis out of little hands, but
easily accessible to the grownups who need it! They come in a variety of sizes to fit any size of pre-roll
you make and are fully customizable!

116MM GRIPLOCK PRE-ROLL TUBES (600 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 14 Cases

$69.99 per Case

$0.116 per Tube

15 - 19 Cases

$63.99 per Case

$0.106 per Tube

20 - 69 Cases

$58.99 per Case

$0.098 per Tube

70 - 99 Cases

$51.99 per Case

$0.086 per Tube

100+ Cases

$47.99 per Case

$0.079 per Tube

95MM GRIPLOCK PRE-ROLL TUBES (600 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 14 Cases

$69.99 per Case

$0.116 per Tube

15 - 19 Cases

$63.99 per Case

$0.106 per Tube

20 - 69 Cases

$58.99 per Case

$0.098 per Tube

70 - 99 Cases

$51.99 per Case

$0.086 per Tube

100+ Cases

$47.99 per Case

$0.079 per Tube
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POP-TOP PRE-ROLL TUBES
Here at Custom Cones USA, we understand how important it is to make products that are eco-friendly
and help this planet we call home. Additionally, we offer Reclaimed Ocean Plastic Tubes that have
been made from plastic gathered from our oceans and repurposed into a high-quality pop-top tube
for pre-rolls. Help save the world, one tube at a time.

116MM RECYCLED PLASTIC PRE-ROLL TUBES (1200 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Cases

$131.99 per Case

$0.109 per Tube

10 - 24 Cases

$128.40 per Case

$0.107 per Tube

25 - 49 Cases

$121.20 per Case

$0.101 per Tube

50 - 74 Cases

$114.00 per Case

$0.095 per Tube

75+ Cases

$106.80 per Case

$0.089 per Tube

116MM RECLAIMED OCEAN PLASTIC PRE-ROLL TUBES (1000 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 7 Cases

$220.00 per Case

$0.22 per Tube

8 - 17 Cases

$200.00 per Case

$0.20 per Tube

18 - 35 Cases

$180.00 per Case

$0.18 per Tube

36 - 71 Cases

$170.00 per Case

$0.17 per Tube

72+ Cases

$160.00 per Case

$0.16 per Tube
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BIODEGRADABLE ECOLINE
PRE-ROLL TUBES
These EcoLine Pre-Roll Tubes are a breakthrough
for sustainability within the cannabis packaging
space! These 116mm pop-top tubes are
biodegradable as well as fully compostable,
with a child-resistant closure to keep companies
compliant while reducing single-use plastic waste.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

CHILD-RESISTANT
These joint tubes are certified child-resistant,
and we have the ASTM documents to prove it!
This allows for them to be sold even in the strictest
markets, as they meet all of the strictest packaging
requirements.

FULLY COMPOSTABLE

NATURAL BIODEGRADABLE
PLASTIC

Made right here in the United States, these
bioplastic pre-roll tubes are made from a blend
of plant-based carbohydrates, glycerin, and
synthetic polymers. This makes these tubes not
only biodegradable and compostable, but more
importantly - fully home-compostable, which
means special chemicals and environmental
conditions are not required for these pop-top tubes
to fully break down.

CUSTOM BRANDING
All of the customization options available for our
standard pop-top pre-roll tubes are also available
for these EcoLine tubes! Make these tubes all your
own with stickers, direct printing, and shrink wrap
with your company’s branding. The sky is the limit!

116MM COMPOSTABLE AND BIODEGRADABLE
ECOLINE PRE-ROLL TUBES (1000 TUBES/CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 9 Cases

$360.00 per Case

$0.360 per Tube

10 - 24 Cases

$330.00 per Case

$0.330 per Tube

25 - 49 Cases

$290.00 per Case

$0.290 per Tube

50 - 74 Cases

$275.00 per Case

$0.275 per Tube

75+ Cases

$265.00 per Case

$0.265 per Tube
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CR GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBES
If you are looking for something a little more premium
than plastic pop-top doob tubes, glass pre-roll tubes are
the perfect packaging option. These glass tubes come
with a push-and-turn style cap, which is certified childresistant. Additionally, glass tubes are environmentallyfriendly and recyclable!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

LUXURY PACKAGING
Glass pre-roll tubes are a great way for your brand to
distinguish its premium pre-rolls from the others on the
shelf! Glass has a heavier, more high-quality look and
feel to it, giving your product an edge over the others.

CERTIFIED CHILD-RESISTANT

SECURE, PUSH AND TURN CAP

CUSTOM LABEL APPLICATION
We can not only save you time, but if you do the math,
we can help you save money as well! We label our
tubes with automated machinery, so your labels will be
perfectly applied in no time!

115mm

These tubes are certified child-resistant and have
a secure push-and-turn style cap, similar to many
medication bottles. We do offer a non-child-resistant
option for those in lenient markets, or for those wanting
to achieve a particular aesthetic.

22mm

CHILD-RESISTANT!
CAP COLORS AND STYLES AVAILABLE

ALUMITE

SMOOTH CAP

METALLIC

ALUMINUM

MATTE BLACK AND
WHITE SMOOTH

CORK/T-CORK

FAUX ROSEWOOD

REAL BAMBOO

CHAMPAGNE CORK

RIDGED

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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CR GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBES

115MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE W/ MATTE BLACK SMOOTH CAP,
MATTE WHITE SMOOTH CAP, OR BLACK RIDGED CAP (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$164.00 per Case

$0.41 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$158.00 per Case

$0.39 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$148.00 per Case

$0.37 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$138.00 per Case

$0.34 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$129.20 per Case

$0.32 per Tube

100 + Cases

$124.40 per Case

$0.31 per Tube

115MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBES W/ CR ALUMITE CAP (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$220.00 per Case

$0.55 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$212.00 per Case

$0.53 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$200.00 per Case

$0.50 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$188.00 per Case

$0.47 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$176.00 per Case

$0.44 per Tube

100 + Cases

$168.00 per Case

$0.42 per Tube

115MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBES W/ CR SMOOTH COLORED CAP (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$180.00 per Case

$0.450 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$174.00 per Case

$0.435 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$164.00 per Case

$0.410 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$154.00 per Case

$0.385 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$144.00 per Case

$0.360 per Tube

100 + Cases

$138.00 per Case

$0.345 per Tube
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CR BAMBOO AND PRINTED
ROSEWOOD CAP TUBES
If you’re looking for an even more luxurious look for your
pre-roll packaging, these child-resistant Bamboo or Printed
Rosewood Capped Glass Tubes are a great option! These
glass tubes come with a push-and-turn style cap that is
certified child-resistant and adds just a touch of style to your
product!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

LUXURY PACKAGING
Glass pre-roll tubes are a great way for your brand to
distinguish its premium pre-rolls from the others on the
shelf! Glass alone gives a luxury feel to the product that
is further accentuated by adding a premium bamboo or
printed rosewood cap.

SECURE, PUSH AND TURN CAP

CERTIFIED CHILD-RESISTANT

REAL WOOD

PREMIUM LOOK AT
ANY PRICE POINT
Our Bamboo Caps are made of real wood, providing a
distinctive finish to any glass tube. Not only will your prerolls look great, but the bamboo cap also has a natural
texture that is sure to wow your customers. For a lower price
point, our smaller Printed Rosewood caps are faux wood and
smooth, but will still stand out on the dispensary shelf!

FAUX WOOD

115mm

These tubes are certified child-resistant and have a secure
push-and-turn style cap, similar to many medication bottles.
Now you don’t have to sacrifice style to be compliant with
our premium glass tubes complete with a CR cap!

22mm

CHILD-RESISTANT!
BAMBOO

Real Wood

ROSEWOOD

Faux Wood
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CR BAMBOO AND PRINTED
ROSEWOOD CAP TUBES

115MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE W/ BAMBOO CAP (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$244.00 per Case

$0.61 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$232.00 per Case

$0.58 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$220.00 per Case

$0.55 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$208.00 per Case

$0.52 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$196.00 per Case

$0.49 per Tube

100 + Cases

$188.00 per Case

$0.47 per Tube

115MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE W/ PRINTED ROSEWOOD CAP (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$204.00 per Case

$0.51 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$192.00 per Case

$0.48 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$180.00 per Case

$0.45 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$168.00 per Case

$0.42 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$152.00 per Case

$0.38 per Tube

100 + Cases

$146.00 per Case

$0.36 per Tube
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METALLIC TUBES WITH CR CAP
If you’re looking for something with some extra pop on
the shelf, these Child-Resistant Metallic Glass Tubes are
a luxury packaging option that will help your product
truly shine. Available in gold and silver, these 115mm
tubes are fully encased in a metallic sheen that will be
sure to catch your customers eyes!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

LUXURY PACKAGING
Glass pre-roll tubes are a great way for your brand
to distinguish its premium pre-rolls from the others
on the shelf! Glass has a heavier, more high-quality
look and feel to it, giving your product an edge over
the others. Glass is also a better moisture and oxygen
barrier compared to plastic.

SECURE, PUSH AND TURN CAP

CERTIFIED CHILD-RESISTANT
These tubes are certified child-resistant and have
a secure push-and-turn style cap, similar to many
medication bottles. Who said compliance can’t also be
stylish?

CUSTOM LABEL APPLICATION
Our luxurious glass tubes look great on their own, or all
dressed up. If you combine our glass tubes with labels
and our labeling machines, you will be cranking out
custom labeled tubes that will have customers doing a
double take!

GOLD AND SILVER FINISHED
GLASS TUBES

CHILD-RESISTANT!
115MM METALLIC GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBES W/ METALLIC CR CAP (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE
$0.99 per Tube

1 - 4 Cases

$396.00 per Case

5 - 9 Cases

$368.00 per Case

$0.92 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$348.00 per Case

$0.87 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$324.00 per Case

$0.81 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$304.00 per Case

$0.76 per Tube

100 + Cases

$288.00 per Case

$0.72 per Tube
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METALLIC-CAP GLASS TUBES
If you’re looking for something with a little extra pop
on the shelf, these Child-Resistant Metallic-Cap Glass
Tubes are a luxury packaging option that will help your
product shine. These glass tubes come with a pushand-turn style cap, which is certified child-resistant.
Additionally, these silver or gold caps give the tubes an
elegance that will delight customers and catch their
eye on the shelf.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

LUXURY PACKAGING
Glass pre-roll tubes are a great way for your brand to
distinguish its premium pre-rolls from the others on
the shelf! Glass has a heavier, more high-quality look
and feel to it, giving your product an edge over the
others.

SECURE, PUSH AND TURN CAP

CERTIFIED CHILD-RESISTANT
These tubes are certified child-resistant and have
a secure push-and-turn style cap, similar to many
medication bottles. Who said compliance can’t also be
stylish?

CUSTOM LABEL APPLICATION
Our luxurious glass tubes look great on their own or all
dressed up. If you combine our glass tubes with labels
and our labeling machines, you will be cranking out
custom labeled tubes that will have customers doing a
double take.

SILVER

GOLD

ROSE GOLD

CHILD-RESISTANT!
115MM CLEAR GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBES W/ METALLIC SILVER CAP,
METALLIC GOLD CAP, OR METALLIC ROSE GOLD CAP (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE
$0.53 per Tube

1 - 4 Cases

$212.00 per Case

5 - 9 Cases

$204.00 per Case

$0.51 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$192.00 per Case

$0.48 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$180.00 per Case

$0.45 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$164.00 per Case

$0.41 per Tube

100 + Cases

$152.00 per Case

$0.38 per Tube
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MATTE GLASS TUBES
Child-Resistant Matte Glass Tubes are a premium
opaque packaging option that offers all the
compliance without missing any of the curb appeal.
If you need an elegant, modern package that is
compliant in even the strictest markets, this is the
tube for you.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

LUXURY PACKAGING
Glass pre-roll tubes are a great way for your brand to
distinguish its premium pre-rolls from the others on
the shelf! Glass has a heavier, more high-quality look
and feel to it, giving your product an edge over the
others.

SECURE, PUSH AND TURN CAP

CERTIFIED CHILD-RESISTANT
These tubes are certified child-resistant and have
a secure push-and-turn style cap, similar to many
medication bottles. Who said compliance can’t also
be stylish?

CUSTOM LABELS
Our luxurious glass tubes look great on their own
or all dressed up. If you combine our glass tubes
with labels and our labeling machines, you will be
cranking out custom labeled tubes that will have
customers doing a double take.

CHILD-RESISTANT!
115MM MATTE BLACK WITH SMOOTH BLACK CAP, MATTE WHITE WITH SMOOTH
WHITE CAP GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBES (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

1 - 4 Cases

$200.00 per Case

PRICE PER TUBE
$0.50 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$182.00 per Case

$0.46 per Tube
$0.43 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$172.00 per Case

20 - 49 Cases

$162.00 per Case

$0.41 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$157.20 per Case

$0.40 per Tube

100 + Cases

$152.40 per Case

$0.39 per Tube
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ALUMINUM SCREW-CAP GLASS TUBES
Glass pre-roll tubes with aluminum screw-caps give
an old-school cigar vibe that is as classy as it is classic!
These clear glass tubes showcase your product and
allow consumers to get a sneak peak of your product
before indulging. Please note that these tubes are not
child-resistant.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

LUXURY PACKAGING
Glass pre-roll tubes are a great way for your brand to
distinguish its premium pre-rolls from the others on the
shelf! Glass has a heavier, more high-quality look and
feel to it, giving your product an edge over the others.
PREMIUM METALLIC SCREW CAP

PRODUCT FOCUS

CUSTOM LABEL APPLICATION
Our luxurious glass tubes look great on their own or all
dressed up. If you combine our glass tubes with labels
and our labeling machines, you will be cranking out
custom labeled tubes that will have customers doing
a double take.

115mm

You’ve poured so much work into your pre-roll product;
now it’s time to let it shine! This clear glass tube allows
customers to salivate over your product before they
let it loose and provides a high-end look and feel to
the experience.

22mm

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT
CHILD-RESISTANT
115MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE W/ ALUMINUM SCREW CAP (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$156.00 per Case

$0.39 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$146.00 per Case

$0.36 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$140.00 per Case

$0.35 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$134.00 per Case

$0.33 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$125.20 per Case

$0.31 per Tube

100 + Cases

$120.40 per Case

$0.30 per Tube
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GLASS CORK PRE-ROLL TUBES
Glass tubes give your pre-rolls a premium look that
showcases your brand and product– especially with
a cork top sure to fit a multitude of luxury aesthetics.
While our glass tubes with cork closures are not child
resistant, they can be tamper-proofed and will be
sure to appeal to your customers.

HIGH-END PACKAGING
Distinguish your premium pre-rolls from other
offerings with glass tubes! Glass has a heavier, more
high-quality look and feel to it, giving your product
an edge over the others. Glass tubes help give your
customers a luxury smoking experience from start to
finish. Custom Cones USA makes glass tubes slightly
thicker than competing tubes on the market, so you
won’t have to worry about breakage during transit.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

ATCH
MIX & M ES &
L
Y
T
S
CORK
OLORS
TUBE C

PREMIUM LOOK AND FEEL

Regular
Cork

Regular
Cork

T Cork

T Cork

VARIOUS SIZES

CUSTOM LABEL
APPLICATION

120mm

120mm

We offer two sizes of glass pre-roll tubes: standard,
and wide-mouth. The standard width tube (15.8mm)
is perfect for standard pre-rolls, while the widemouth tube (17.7mm) can fit multiple pre-rolls, larger
cannagars, palm leaf blunts, or even pre-rolls with
glass or wooden filter tips.

We can not only save you time, but if you do the
math, we can help you save money as well! We label
our tubes with automated machinery, so rest assured
knowing that your labels will be applied flawlessly.
You can also bundle your pre-roll packaging, labels,
and cones for the deepest industry discounts!
20mm

T-CORK STYLE CAP FITS
MORE FLUSH TO THE TUBE

22mm

STANDARD

20mm

22mm
WIDE

MATTE
W
AND B HITE
LACK
GLASS

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT CHILD-RESISTANT
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GLASS CORK PRE-ROLL TUBES

120MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE W/ CORK TOP – STANDARD WIDTH (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$172.00 per Case

$0.43 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$160.00 per Case

$0.40 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$154.00 per Case

$0.39 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$148.00 per Case

$0.37 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$142.00 per Case

$0.36 per Tube

100 + Cases

$135.60 per Case

$0.34 per Tube

120MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE W/ CORK TOP – WIDE MOUTH (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$184.00 per Case

$0.46 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$172.00 per Case

$0.43 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$166.00 per Case

$0.42 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$160.00 per Case

$0.40 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$154.00 per Case

$0.39 per Tube

100 + Cases

$147.60 per Case

$0.37 per Tube
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GLASS T-CORK PRE-ROLL TUBES

120MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE WITH T-CORK TOP
STANDARD WIDTH (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$224.00 per Case

$0.56 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$212.00 per Case

$0.53 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$200.00 per Case

$0.50 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$192.00 per Case

$0.48 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$184.00 per Case

$0.46 per Tube

100 + Cases

$172.00 per Case

$0.43 per Tube

120MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE WITH T-CORK TOP - WIDE WIDTH (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$236.00 per Case

$0.59 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$224.00 per Case

$0.56 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$212.00 per Case

$0.53 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$204.00 per Case

$0.51 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$196.00 per Case

$0.49 per Tube

100 + Cases

$184.00 per Case

$0.46 per Tube
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GLASS T-CORK PRE-ROLL TUBES

125MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE WITH T-CORK TOP
STANDARD WIDTH (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$224.00 per Case

$0.56 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$212.00 per Case

$0.53 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$200.00 per Case

$0.50 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$192.00 per Case

$0.48 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$184.00 per Case

$0.46 per Tube

100 + Cases

$172.00 per Case

$0.43 per Tube

125MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE WITH T-CORK TOP - WIDE WIDTH (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$236.00 per Case

$0.59 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$224.00 per Case

$0.56 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$212.00 per Case

$0.53 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$204.00 per Case

$0.51 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$196.00 per Case

$0.49 per Tube

100 + Cases

$184.00 per Case

$0.46 per Tube
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CHAMPAGNE CORK PRE-ROLL TUBES
Give your customers a full sensory experience
for their next smoke session with our premium
Champagne Cork Glass Tubes! Not only will your
pre-rolls look their best, but the pleasing popping
sound upon opening is also sure to delight. These
125mm glass tubes with Champagne Cork give a
tight, snug fit to ensure your pre-rolls stay as fresh
as the day they were packed. Please note that
these tubes are not child resistant.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

PREMIUM PACKAGING
Glass pre-roll tubes are a great way for your brand
to distinguish its premium pre-rolls from the others
on the shelf! Glass has a heavier, more high-quality
look and feel to it, giving your product an edge over
the others. Glass tubes help give your customers a
luxury smoking experience from start to finish.

PREMIUM LOOK AND FEEL

AIRTIGHT CAP

CUSTOM LABEL
APPLICATION

28mm
30.5mm

23.5mm
22.5mm

Our luxurious glass tubes look great on their own,
or all dressed up. Combine our glass tubes with
custom labels we can provide you, or have us take
the work out of your hands with our custom label
application service.

125mm

125mm

These glass tubes feature an airtight champagne
cork cap that will keep terpenes in and keep
air out! Keep your premium pre-rolls fresh and
smokable for your customers with a cap that looks
as stunning as it functions.

20mm

22mm

STANDARD

WIDE

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT
CHILD-RESISTANT
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CHAMPAGNE CORK PRE-ROLL TUBES

125MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE WITH T-CORK TOP
STANDARD WIDTH (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$228.00 per Case

$0.57 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$216.00 per Case

$0.54 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$204.00 per Case

$0.51 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$196.00 per Case

$0.49 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$188.00 per Case

$0.47 per Tube

100 + Cases

$176.00 per Case

$0.44 per Tube

125MM GLASS PRE-ROLL TUBE WITH CHAMPAGNE CORK TOP
WIDE WIDTH (400 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$228.00 per Case

$0.57 per Tube

5 - 9 Cases

$216.00 per Case

$0.54 per Tube

10 - 19 Cases

$204.00 per Case

$0.51 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$196.00 per Case

$0.49 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$188.00 per Case

$0.47 per Tube

100 + Cases

$176.00 per Case

$0.44 per Tube
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SUPER SEAL PRE-ROLL TUBES
If you are looking for premium, child-resistant
packaging, the Super Seal pre-roll tubes have it all!
They feature a secure push-and-turn cap with a
special tamper band that automatically attaches
when the tube is sealed during production.
Additionally, the lid contains an air-tight pressure
seal, so your pre-rolls will stay fresh from
production to purchase.
IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

SECURE, COMPLIANT CAP
Some states require child-resistant pre-roll
packaging AND a tamper evident seal! If you are
tired of all of these steps, our Super Seal pre-roll
tubes are the answer - they feature a smart cap
that automatically applies the tamper evident seal
in the same motion as closing the tube!

CHILD-RESISTANT, TAMPEREVIDENT, AIR-TIGHT

PREMIUM STYLE + FEEL
If you want to stand out on dispensary shelves,
you’ll love the distinct look and feel of Super Seal
pre-roll tubes. From the detailed texture and
accents, to the smooth glide of the cap, to the
heavy-weight feel, these tubes are perfect for
luxury brands and premium pre-roll products.

MULTIPLE COLORS + SIZES
The Super Seal pre-roll tubes come in three
standard sizes - 100mm, 113mm, and 120mm. Both
the 100mm and 120mm feature a round bottom,
whereas the 113mm pre-roll tube is tapered and
flat. We keep clear, black, white, transparent black,
and amber in stock for you to choose from!

Certified
Child-Resistant
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SUPER SEAL PRE-ROLL TUBES

120MM SUPER SEAL PRE-ROLL TUBES (500 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$295.00 per Case

$0.59 per Tube

5 - 10 Cases

$280.00 per Case

$0.56 per Tube

11 - 19 Cases

$240.00 per Case

$0.48 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$215.00 per Case

$0.43 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$199.00 per Case

$0.39 per Tube

100 + Cases

$192.00 per Case

$0.38 per Tube

113MM SUPER SEAL CONE SHAPE PRE-ROLL TUBES (500 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$240.00 per Case

$0.48 per Tube

5 - 10 Cases

$210.00 per Case

$0.42 per Tube

11 - 19 Cases

$195.00 per Case

$0.39 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$180.00 per Case

$0.36 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$175.00 per Case

$0.35 per Tube

100 + Cases

$169.00 per Case

$0.33 per Tube

100MM SUPER SEAL PRE-ROLL TUBES (500 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER TUBE

1 - 4 Cases

$205.00 per Case

$0.41 per Tube

5 - 10 Cases

$175.00 per Case

$0.35 per Tube

11 - 19 Cases

$155.00 per Case

$0.31 per Tube

20 - 49 Cases

$140.00 per Case

$0.28 per Tube

50 - 99 Cases

$130.00 per Case

$0.26 per Tube

100 + Cases

$120.00 per Case

$0.24 per Tube
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JOINT TUBE LABELS
Our joint tube labels were designed to replicate the
slight taper in the pre-roll tube. The tapered tube
label ensures that when the tube label is applied, all
of your branding will look straight and even. When
you look at the back where the edges of the label
meet you will see that the edges of the labels meet
perfectly. This, along with our ultra-strong adhesive,
creates the perfect label for pre-roll joint tubes!

ULTRA STRONG ADHESIVE
We’ve seen too many pre-roll containers at the
dispensary with flagging labels, or labels peeling off
due to weak adhesives. Because of this, we print our
labels on 2.4mil white pearlized BOPP with an ultrastrong adhesive, meant for round containers in oily
environments.

TAPERED LABELS
Tapered labels provide a clean, even application that
will look perfectly straight when you apply the label
to the tube!

CUSTOM BRANDING
With custom branded labels, your pre-roll brand
can pop out on the dispensary shelves. If you need
help designing your labels, check out our design
services page!

WE CAN
DO
ANY CUST
OM
LABEL SI
ZE!

WE CAN ALSO
APPLY YOUR JOINT
TUBE LABELS FOR
YOU! REACH OUT
TO OUR SALES
TEAM TO FIND OUT
MORE DETAILS.

5K LABELS

10K
LABELS

25K
LABELS

50K
LABELS

100K +
LABELS

90mm

$0.136

$0.097

$0.058

$0.045

$0.037

98mm

$0.18

$0.099

$0.072

$0.058

$0.05

116mm

$0.18

$0.099

$0.072

$0.058

$0.05
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LABEL APPLICATION
When you choose to have us apply the custom label to
your tubes, you save yourself money and time by not
having to invest in joint tube labeling equipment. The
quality of our machine application is of the highest
caliber, as all of the labels come out perfectly straight.
We also print our labels on 2.4mil white pearlized
BOPP with and ultra-strong adhesive, which is ideal for
round containers in oily environments.

SUPER STRONG ADHESIVE
Many don’t realize that standard adhesive won’t stand
up to a cannabis production environment and the tight
radius of a pre-roll tube. We use an ultra-strong adhesive
meant for joint tubes - these labels won’t come off! This
makes them perfect for sending to customers and/or
storing the tubes for a longer period of time.

PERFECT PLACEMENT, EVERY
TIME

TAPERED FOR THE TUBE
We’ve designed our labels specifically for our pre-roll
joint tubes, so your branding will look perfectly straight
and better than ever when applied! Additionally, our
automated machine limits any errors and provides a
professional application and finish.

VARIETY OF FINISH OPTIONS
With full color printing available, you can put any design
on the labels. This, in conjunction with our different
finish options, will really make your branding pop!
To further stand out, we also offer specialty printing
including Glossy, Matte, Metallic Foil, and UV touch.

WE CAN DESIGN AND PRINT
LABELS FOR ANY SIZE TUBE!

WE LA
BEL
TUBES
FOR
YOU!

WE LA
BEL
PLAST
IC
AND G
LASS
TUBES
!
*PRICE IS FOR APPLICATION ONLY

WE CAN DESIGN AND PRINT
LABELS FOR ANY SIZE TUBE!

POP-TOP
PLASTIC TUBES

5K
LABELS

10K
LABELS

25K
LABELS

50K
LABELS

100K +
LABELS

Label Application

$0.094

$0.081

$0.075

$0.071

$0.066

GLASS TUBES

5K
LABELS

10K
LABELS

15K
LABELS

25K
LABELS

50K
LABELS

Label Application

$0.181

$0.172

$0.166

$0.156

$0.142
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SHRINK SLEEVES
Shrink sleeves are an affordable and easy way to add
full branding to your pre-roll tubes. Unlike custom
labels, shrink sleeves provide a way to customize
while also making the product tamper evident,
decreasing labor costs. The sleeves also make your
product look much more modern and stand out
compared to having a regular label applied.

TAMPER-EVIDENT SEAL
Most states require tamper-evident seals on prerolls. If yours does, shrink sleeves are a super easy
and cheap solution! They fit the tube from top to
bottom and have a perforated tear top that - when
applied to the tube - acts as the seal. You can now
get your custom branding and tamper-evident
steps done all in one shot!

BRANDING AND TAMPEREVIDENT SEAL

TAILOR-MADE
If you have colorful branding and want your prerolls to pop on dispensary shelves, custom shrink
sleeves are perfect for your product! Custom shrink
sleeves cover nearly every millimeter of your poptop tube, so you get full vibrant branding over
every inch of the tube.

FAST & EASY TO APPLY
Shrink sleeves are super easy to apply and can be
fully applied in a matter of seconds! These sleeves
can easily be sealed with a heat gun or, for the
most efficient production process, a heat shrink
sealing machine. With Custom Cones USA’s shrink
sleeves, you’ll have your pop-top tubes branded
and tamper-evident sealed in no time!
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SHRINK SLEEVES

117MM SHRINK SLEEVE QUANTITY

COST PER SLEEVE

14,000+ Sleeves

$0.15 per Sleeve

20,000+ Sleeves

$0.13 per Sleeve

30,000+ Sleeves

$0.11 per Sleeve

40,000+ Sleeves

$0.10 per Sleeve

50,000+ Sleeves

$0.09 per Sleeve

75,000+ Sleeves

$0.08 per Sleeve

99MM SHRINK SLEEVE QUANTITY

COST PER SLEEVE

14,000+ Sleeves

$0.13 per Sleeve

20,000+ Sleeves

$0.10 per Sleeve

30,000+ Sleeves

$0.09 per Sleeve

40,000+ Sleeves

$0.08 per Sleeve

50,000+ Sleeves

$0.07 per Sleeve

75,000+ Sleeves

$0.07 per Sleeve

91MM SHRINK SLEEVE QUANTITY

COST PER SLEEVE

14,000+ Sleeves

$0.15 per Sleeve

20,000+ Sleeves

$0.10 per Sleeve

30,000+ Sleeves

$0.09 per Sleeve

40,000+ Sleeves

$0.08 per Sleeve

50,000+ Sleeves

$0.07 per Sleeve

75,000+ Sleeves

$0.07 per Sleeve
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CHILD-RESISTANT SLIDER TINS
Our Child-Resistant Slider Tins boast a secure,
frustration-free slide tab closure. These impressive
tins come in black, white, and silver – the perfect
packaging solution for those wanting to brand
with their own stickers and labels, or for those
wanting to take advantage of our custom-print
options. A sleek multi-pack option, these tins can
hold anywhere from 70 mm cones to 109mm
cones, so you can make two formats of multi-packs
with just one package!

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

SLIM DESIGN
The CR Slider Tin’s slim, low-profile design makes
it the ultimate discreet multi-pack. With an inner
length of 110mm and an inner width of 70mm, it is
perfect for housing pre-rolled cones up to 109mm
vertically or 70mm “Dogwalkers” horizontally.

HOLDS ANYWHERE FROM 109 TO
70MM PRE-ROLLS

SAFE AND SECURE
This tin is stylish, as well as secure. The slide tab
closure allows the top to slide and secure into tabs
on either side of the tin. This, along with the tin’s
sturdy construction, make it highly reusable, as
well as certified child-resistant for compliance in
strict markets.

PROFESSIONAL FINISH
This slider tin looks extra sleek with a smooth
finish that is perfect for those opting to brand
with their own labels and stickers. Whether you
opt for matte black, brushed silver, or glossy white,
the smooth touch will stick with your customers.
On-product printing is also available, to which the
sleek finish would give an elevated look and touch
of sophistication.
IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

CUSTOMIZE
WITH PRINTING + EMBOSSING
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CHILD-RESISTANT SLIDER
TINS WITH INSERT
If you need packaging for 109mm standard prerolls, the CR Slider tin with insert is an excellent
option for showing off your products and keeping
them organized. Especially for multi-strain
packs, it’s great to give your pre-rolls that extra
look of care and consideration that an insert
provides. Consider pairing them with our Sativa/
Indica/Hybrid cones to create a guided smoking
experience for your customer!

SECURE AND DISCREET
The CR Slider Tin’s slim low-profile design pairs
beautifully with the added inserts (at additional
cost) to keep your multi-packs secure and snug
within the tin. With an inner length of just
110mm and an inner width of 70mm, it is perfect
for housing pre-rolled cones up to 109mm
vertically. We can also make custom inserts for
70mm “Dogwalkers” to be stored within the tin
horizontally.

BLACK SLIDER TIN WITH INSERT
CK
IN-STO DY
EA
AND R IP
TO SH

STYLISH AND COMPLIANT
You don’t have to sacrifice style for compliance
with our CR Slider Tins. Little ones will have a tough
time opening the slide tab closure – but your
customers won’t! These slider tins with inserts have
a classic look while still remaining compliant in the
strictest of markets.

SMOOTH AND
VELVETY FINISH
Our slider tins provide a delightful sensory
experience with their velvety-smooth matte finish!
All you need is to add labels or direct printing to
the tin, and you are ready to present your premium
pre-roll multi-pack to the world.

WHITE SLIDER TIN WITH INSERT

74mm

72mm

CUSTOMIZE
WITH PRINTING + EMBOSSING
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CHILD-RESISTANT FLIP TINS
IN-STO
C
AND RE K
ADY
TO SHIP

Our child-resistant Flip Tins are the perfect multipacks for those looking to host medium to large
pre-rolled cones or tubes. The push-to-open CR
mechanism is familiar to consumers and adds
a touch of class to the packaging. Our Flip Tins
are available in two sizes and three colors - matte
white, matte black, and silver. Each tin is a blank
slate for you to add any branding or product
information you like, though custom direct
printing and embossing are also available!

RETRO FLIP TIN
The Retro Flip Tin is durable, sustainable, and
can hold 5-14 pre-rolled cones up to 98mm. This
flexible range comes from its depth, which is large
enough to allow the pre-rolls to be double stacked.
Depending on your configuration inside the tin,
you can fit all kinds of cones or tubes within its
pocket-sized frame!

THE RETRO FLIP TIN

LARGE FLIP TIN
The Large Flip Tin, while more shallow than its
smaller counterpart, can easily hold pre-rolls up to
109mm within its spacious square tray. In fact, it has
enough real estate to hold 10-12 of them! Its exterior
leaves ample room for branding, and just like all of
our tins, its sturdiness gives it great reuse value.

THE LARGE FLIP TIN

CUSTOMIZE
WITH PRINTING + EMBOSSING
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CHILD-RESISTANT FLIP
TINS WITH INSERT
IN-STO
C
AND RE K
ADY
TO SHIP

Our child-resistant Flip Tins are the perfect multipacks for those looking to host medium to large
pre-rolled cones or tubes. The push-to-open CR
mechanism is familiar to consumers and adds a
touch of class to the packaging. Our Flip Tins are
available in two sizes and three colors - matte white,
matte black, and silver. Each tin is a blank slate for
you to add any branding or product information you
like, though custom direct printing and embossing
are also available!

RETRO FLIP TIN
WITH INSERT
The Retro Flip Tin is durable, sustainable, and can
hold anywhere from five to 14 pre-rolled cones up
to 98mm in size. This flexible range comes from
the tin’s depth, which is large enough to allow the
pre-rolls to be double-stacked when the insert is
removed. With the insert, five joints can be snugly
secured within this stylish and child-resistant
packaging option.

THE RETRO FLIP TIN
WITH INSERT

LARGE RETRO FLIP
TIN WITH INSERT
The Large Retro Flip Tin features a spacious square
tray designed for pre-rolls up to 109mm in size.
When paired with an insert, this tin holds five fullgram joints snugly in place. The inserts provide an
organized and secure pre-roll presentation sure to
impress your customers, and are also the perfect
packaging addition for a multi-strain pack. These
inserts are offered in black and in white, so you can
choose the color option best for your brand.

THE LARGE FLIP TIN
WITH INSERT

CUSTOMIZE
WITH PRINTING + EMBOSSING
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CHILD-RESISTANT BUTTON TINS
Two buttons means double the child-resistant
security on this glossy multipack pre-roll tin!
Featuring a slim, low profile, our Pre-Roll Button
Tins are perfect for giving your product a highend look and feel. They are available in two sizes
and colors - small and large, white and black. Our
Button Tins are tough enough to be reused but
boast a sleek surface, so they slide effortlessly in
and out of the pocket or purse.

CK
IN-STO DY
EA
AND R IP
H
TO S

SMALL BUTTON TIN
The Small Button Tin has a width of 80mm,
meaning it can hold up to six 70mm “Dogwalker”
cones. It can also accommodate 84mm half
gram cones, as long as their tips are folded rather
than twisted. It’s the perfect pocket-sized way
for customers to safely bring their pre-rolls along
without fear off them being damaged or crushed!

THE SMALL BUTTON TIN

LARGE BUTTON TIN
The Large Button Tin is significantly longer than the
smaller option, coming in at 120mm. Though it’s not
quite as petite, it is still just as slim and stylish, and
offers greater flexibility as to what it can hold. It’s
perfect for housing six larger pre-rolls, all the way up
to 109mm. That’s up to six grams in a single tin!
THE LARGE BUTTON TIN
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CHILD-RESISTANT BUTTON
TINS WITH INSERT
The ideal combination of style and function, our
Button Tins with Inserts are perfect for showing off
a connoisseur assortment of pre-rolls! The inserts
keep your pre-roll products organized and more
secure for shipping, but also help your customer
keep joints secure when opening and closing the
tins. Plus, the dual-button unlocking mechanism on
these tins makes them child-resistant compliant.

SMALL BUTTON TIN
WITH INSERT
The Small Button Tin with Insert is the perfect
pocket-sized way for customers to safely bring
popular “Dogwalker” pre-rolls anywhere they go,
without fear of them being damaged or crushed!
The Small Button Tins with Inserts secure five
70mm pre-rolls in place, but can hold an additional
joint when the insert is removed.

THE SMALL BUTTON TIN
WITH INSERT
CK
IN-STO DY
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LARGE BUTTON TIN
WITH INSERT
The Large Button Tin with Insert is a slim and stylish
multi-pack option that is sure to stand out on
dispensary shelves! The insert accommodates five
109mm, full-gram joints, keeping them pleasantly
displayed and organized through multiple smoke
sessions. Though not as petite as its smaller
counterpart, the Large Button Tin is just as stylish
and slim– especially when paired with inserts to
keep everything secure.

THE LARGE BUTTON TIN
WITH INSERT
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CHILD-RESISTANT TIN PACKAGING
SLIDER TIN (200 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 5 Cases

$299.99 per Case

$1.50 per Unit

6 - 11 Cases

$289.99 per Case

$1.44 per Unit

12 - 23 Cases

$249.99 per Case

$1.24 per Unit

24 - 47 Cases

$229.99 per Case

$1.15 per Unit

48+ Cases

224.99 per Case

$1.12 per Unit

SMALL RETRO-FLIP TIN (200 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 4 Cases

$189.99 per Case

$0.95 per Unit

5 + Cases

$175.99 per Case

$0.88 per Unit

LARGE RETRO-FLIP TIN (200 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 4 Cases

$299.99 per Case

$0.99 per Unit

5 + Cases

$189.99 per Case

$0.95 per Unit

SMALL BUTTON TIN (300 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 4 Cases

$427.50 per Case

$1.42 per Unit

5 - 9 Cases

$420.00 per Case

$1.40 per Unit

10 - 24 Cases

$405.00 per Case

$1.35 per Unit

25 - 49 Cases

$390.00 per Case

$1.30 per Unit

50+ Cases

375 per Case

$1.25 per Unit

LARGE BUTTON TIN (200 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 4 Cases

$199.99 per Case

$0.99 per Unit

5 + Cases

$179.99 per Case

$0.90 per Unit
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PRE-ROLL SLIDER BOX
MADE
IN THE
USA

The Child-Resistant Pre-Roll Slider Box is the
perfect option for those looking for a rugged, sleek
packaging option for pre-roll multi-packs.

HIGHLY DURABLE
Made out of industrial plastics, the slider-box
is built to withstand heavy usage, ideal for
consumers looking for reusable packaging. Its
durability means you can throw it in your bag
or purse without worrying about your pre-rolls
getting crushed or damaged.

CHILD-RESISTANT
This package is fully compliant when it comes to
child resistance regulations, but still easy for adults
to open. Just push down on two spots and slide the
inner tray out!

VARIETY OF COLORS
The outer piece comes in black and white, while
the inner tray is available in a wide range of colors.
At higher volumes, we can also custom color your
packaging to perfectly match your branding!

DIMENSIONS
Small Internal: 3.35” X 1.85” X .325”
Small External: 3.65” X 2.1” X .48”
Large Internal: 3.9” X 2.1” X .5”
Large External: 4.2” X 2.35” X .65”

STANDARD COLORS

CUSTOM BRANDING OPTIONS
LABELS

DIRECT PRINTING

We offer multiple ways for you to apply your branding to our pre-roll slider box. You can
design a custom label or have your artwork directly printed on the box. You can also add a
pre-roll insert, which holds your joints snuggly in place!
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PRE-ROLL SLIDER BOX
These child-resistant Pre-Roll Slider Boxes are a great option for pre-roll multi-packs and easily
customizable to match your company’s branding! They are made from industrial plastic and designed
to withstand heavy usage, which is perfect for re-use and adds another perk from a consumer’s point
of view. They meet child-resistant compliance standards and are available in a variety of colors.

*DIVIDER INSERTS
SOLD SEPARATELY

109MM PRE-ROLL SLIDER BOX (200 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 3 Cases

$180.95 per Case

$0.90 per Unit

4 - 7 Cases

$176.95 per Case

$0.88 per Unit

8 - 14 Cases

$172.95 per Case

$0.86 per Unit

15 - 24

$168.95 per Case

$0.84 per Unit

25+ Cases

$160.95 per Case

$0.80 per Unit

98MM AND 84MM PRE-ROLL SLIDER BOX (360 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 3 Cases

$288.95 per Case

$0.80 per Unit

4 - 7 Cases

$280.95 per Case

$0.78 per Unit

8- 14 Cases

$266.95 per Case

$0.74 per Unit

15 - 24 Cases

$262.95 per Case

$0.73 per Unit

25+ Cases

$252.95 per Case

$0.70 per Unit

81MM PRE-ROLL SLIDER BOX (360 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 3 Cases

$176.95 per Case

$0.79 per Unit

4 - 7 Cases

$172.95 per Case

$0.77 per Unit

8 - 14 Cases

$169.95 per Case

$0.75 per Unit

15 - 24 Cases

$159.95 per Case

$0.71 per Unit

$154.95 per Case

$0.69 per Unit

25+ Cases
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PRE-ROLL SNAP PACK
IN-STO
C
AND RE K
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TO SHIP

The Pre-Roll Snap-Pack is an economical, easyopening, packaging option for pre-roll multipacks. This pre-roll packaging is child-resistant
and the tight seal of the packaging helps to keep
your flower fresh in each pre-roll. The Snap-Pack
also features an ergonomic design, allowing it to
comfortably fit in your pocket and feel natural in
your hand.

CHILD-RESISTANT
Our Pre-Roll Snap Packs are high quality and
proudly made right here in the USA. They feature
a butterfly hinge on the cap, so when you open
the pack, the cap stays open. It is certified childresistant, which means cannabis products will
stay out of small hands, while remaining easily
accessible to the adult hands who need it. The PreRoll Snap Pack is also designed to be easily opened
with one hand, so when you’re outdoors or on the
move, you won’t be left fumbling around!

MULTIPLE SIZES AVAILABLE

DURABLE AND REUSABLE
The Pre-Roll Snap Pack is made from durable
plastic which protects the pre-rolls inside from any
damage. The container is also highly reusable with
a hinge that can last for many months. With plenty
of room on the top lid, bottom, and all across the
front, back and sides of the package, labeling your
Snap Pack is a breeze. Contact us to get a custom
die-cut for this pre-roll package and make it
completely unique to your brand!

PERFECT FOR MULTIPACKS
The Snap Pack comes in two sizes — a 10 pack for
84mm half-gram pre-rolls or a 2-3 pack for 3/4 or
1-gram pre-rolls. We also have humidity packs that
you can add inside the pre-roll packaging so your
pre-rolls stay fresh for even longer to extend its
shelf-life!
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PRE-ROLL SNAP PACK
These Pre-Roll Snap Packs are an economical and easy-opening packaging option that meets even
the strictest compliance requirements. They are child-resistant, but easy for adults to open – this keeps
cannabis products out of little hands, but easily accessible to adults. These Snap Packs are made from
durable plastic to protect the pre-rolls inside, and the plug seals on the cap help keep your pre-rolls
fresher for longer. The ergonomic design allows them to fit comfortably in your pocket and feel
natural in your hand.

84MM - 10 PRE-ROLL SNAP PACK (100 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 Cases

$49.95 per Case

$0.499 per Unit

2 - 3 Cases

$45.95 per Case

$0.459 per Unit

4 - 7 Cases

$42.46 per Case

$0.424 per Unit

8 - 11 Cases

$40.96 per Case

$0.409 per Unit

12 + Cases

$37.46 per Case

$0.374 per Unit

109MM - 2 – 3 PRE-ROLL SNAP PACK (150 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 3 Cases

$67.95 per Case

$0.453 per Unit

4 - 7 Cases

$63.95 per Case

$0.426 per Unit

8 - 11 Cases

$61.95 per Case

$0.413 per Unit

12 + Cases

$58.95 per Case

$0.393 per Unit
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FLIP PACK
Provide your customers with an enticing and
reusable pre-roll multi-pack option! This premium
and appealing packaging solution is sure to
stand out on dispensary shelves. Compared to
other plastic packages, you will notice the thick
construction and quality child-resistant flip top.

IN-STOC
K
AND REA
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TO SHIP

CHILD-RESISTANT
This multi-pack pre-roll packaging option is
child-resistant, meaning it’s easy for your adult
customers to access their smoking essentials while
keeping them out of young hands. The Flip Pack is
compliant in states where CR is required, making it
an ideal option for your cannabis multi-pack.

MULTIPLE SIZES AVAILABLE

STURDY AND STYLISH
Our Flip Packs are high quality, extremely
durable, and thoughtfully designed, so you
know that you are getting a reliable product!
Made of a rigid, yet sleek material, these Flip
Packs will entice your customers to reuse them
to protect their pre-roll products– or even better,
encourage repeat purchases of your premium
and protected multi-packs!

FLIP PACK 120MM

FLIP PACK 70MM

ADD CU
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FLIP PACK

112MM PRE-ROLL FLIP PACK - CHILD RESISTANT MULTI-PACK BOX (500 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 5 Cases

$749.99 per Case

$1.50 per Unit

6 - 10 Cases

$689.99 per Case

$1.38 per Unit

11 - 25 Cases

$624.99 per Case

$1.25 per Unit

26 - 50 Cases

$574.99 per Case

$1.15 per Unit

51 + Cases

$524.99 per Case

$1.05 per Unit

70MM PRE-ROLL FLIP PACK - CHILD RESISTANT MULTI-PACK BOX (500 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 Cases

$599.99 per Case

$1.20 per Unit

2 - 3 Cases

$549.99 per Case

$1.10 per Unit

4 - 7 Cases

$499.99 per Case

$1.00 per Unit

8 - 11 Cases

$459.99 per Case

$0.92 per Unit

12 + Cases

$419.99 per Case

$0.84 per Unit
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STOCK CIGARETTE BOXES
The cigarette-style box is a great eco-friendly packaging
option that gives your product a classic look and feel.
With our unbranded cigarette boxes, you have the
freedom to use stickers, or anything else you want to
brand your packaging. Stylish and compact, they fit
84mm and 70mm cones/tubes and come with dividers
that sit between the five pre-rolls to make sure they stay
nice and safe.

SLIM AND PORTABLE
The unbranded cigarette box’s slim, low-profile design
cradles your pre-rolls while maintaining an ergonomic
shape that fits nicely in the hand and comfortably in
pockets and purses.

BUILT-IN DIVIDERS KEEP PRE
-ROLLS SAFE AND SECURE

A PERFECT FIT
Whether you go with 84mm, half gram pre-rolls or the
smaller 70mm option, our cigarette boxes will hold them
perfectly. Each box comes equipped with paper dividers
that sit between the cones/tubes, giving your pre-rolls a
snug and secure ride.

BRANDING FLEXIBILITY
Unbranded packaging is a blank slate that allows you
to have the premium packaging you need without the
additional cost off custom branding. From there, do
whatever you can imagine to make your packaging jump
out at customers.
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BLACK UNBRANDED CIGARETTE BOX W/ INSERT (100 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 4 Cases

$199.00 per Case

$1.99 per Unit

5 - 9 Cases

$184.00 per Case

$1.84 per Unit

10 - 19 Cases

$149.00 per Case

$1.49 per Unit

20 - 49 Cases

$99.00 per Case

$0.99 per Unit

50 - 99 Cases

$69.00 per Case

$0.69 per Unit

100 - 249 Cases

$64.00 per Case

$0.64 per Unit

250+ Cases

$61.00 per Case

$0.61 per Unit
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CUSTOM CIGARETTE-STYLE BOXES
The cigarette-style box is a great eco-friendly option
for those looking for custom branded packaging.
We have a wide variety of standard sizes for those
looking to cut costs, but we can work with you to
create any size you need!

FULL CUSTOM BRANDING
The cigarette-style boxes can be completely
customized to allow your branding to truly shine.
When making variety packs, clients often work strain
indicators into their design to act as a kind of key
to their customers, and these cigarette-style packs
make it easy!

ECO-FRIENDLY PACKAGING
Our standard boxes come with 15pt C1S paper,
which is completely compostable and eco-friendly.
For those looking for more premium, sustainablysourced paper, we can provide it as well!

STANDARD & CUSTOM SIZES
We currently offer standard sizes that fit 5, 10, and
20 pre-rolls, but you aren’t limited to just those! We
are happy to work with you to develop any size and
capacity that would suit your brand’s needs.
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STOCK PUSH PACKS
The Push Pack is an ideal package for those
that are looking to make pre-roll multi-packs in
sturdy, durable, eco-friendly packaging. With
the unbranded Push Pack, you can easily apply
labels or stickers to the Push Pack to reflect your
branding. The capacity of the standard styles
ranges from three to ten pre-rolls, but we can alter
the dimensions to suit all your needs.
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CHILD-RESISTANT
To open the package, you need to press in on the
rubber slider on the back, and then push the inner
tray outward. This adds a layer of security to the
package, keeping the inner tray inside when it
should be. It’s certified child-resistant, so you know
this will keep your products safe away from little
hands while keeping them accessible to the adults
who need them.

BLANK BRANDING

BLANK BRANDING
With its sleek, matte black or white appearance,
the push pack essentially becomes a blank canvas
for you to add any branding, logos, or regulatory
information you want onto the pack. Add some
branded stickers or slide the pack into a paper
sleeve. The unbranded push pack handles the prerolls and lets you handle the marketing.

BLACK & WHITE COLOR OPTIONS

MULTIPLE INSERT OPTIONS
For the insert, you have two insert options for your
packaging. Currently, we offer a standard, empty
tray and a 5 pre-roll divider insert. The empty
tray option allows you to fit six 98mm pre-rolls if
alternative up and down.

INSERT OPTIONS

CUSTOM
BRANDED
OPTIONS
AVAILABLE
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STOCK PUSH PACKS
STOCK PUSH PACK SIZES AND STYLES

IN-STOCK
AND READY
TO SHIP
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STOCK PUSH PACKS
These unbranded Push Packs are great for companies seeking a sleek and sturdy multi-pack
option for their pre-rolls. The blank canvas allows you to easily brand, add logos, and add regulatory
information – the possibilities are endless! These Push Packs are certified child-resistant, and are
opened by pressing the rubber slider on the back, then pushing the inner tray outward. This keeps the
inner tray locked into place when it should be, and out of little hands. They are available with an insert
tray that fits five pre-rolls, or without the insert tray to fit six pre-rolls alternated in direction.

98MM UNBRANDED BLACK OR WHITE PUSH PACKS – NO DIVIDERS (200 PER BOX)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER PACK

1 - 4 Cases

$289.99 per Case

$1.45 per Pack

5 - 11 Cases

$239.99 per Case

$1.20 per Pack

12 - 23 Cases

$199.99 per Case

$1.00 per Pack

24 - 47 Cases

$189.99 per Case

$0.95 per Pack

48+ Cases

$174.99 per Case

$0.88 per Pack

98MM UNBRANDED BLACK OR WHITE PUSH PACKS - WITH DIVIDERS
5 PRE-ROLLS - (BOX OF 200)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER PACK

1 - 4 Cases

$299.99 per Case

$1.50 per Pack

5 - 11 Cases

$279.99 per Case

$1.40 per Pack

12 - 23 Cases

$259.99 per Case

$1.30 per Pack

24 - 47 Cases

$239.99 per Case

$1.20 per Pack

$219.99 per Case

$1.10 per Pack

48+ Cases
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STOCK PUSH PACKS

109MM UNBRANDED BLACK OR WHITE PUSH PACKS - WITH DIVIDERS
3 PRE-ROLLS - (BOX OF 200)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER PACK

1 - 4 Cases

$269.99 per Case

$1.35 per Pack

5 - 11 Cases

$249.99 per Case

$1.25 per Pack

12 - 23 Cases

$229.99 per Case

$1.15 per Pack

24 - 47 Cases

$209.99 per Case

$1.05 per Pack

48+ Cases

$189.99 per Case

$0.95 per Pack

109MM UNBRANDED BLACK OR WHITE PUSH PACKS - WITH DIVIDERS
5 PRE-ROLLS - (BOX OF 200)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER PACK

1 - 4 Cases

$319.99 per Case

$1.60 per Pack

5 - 11 Cases

$299.99 per Case

$1.50 per Pack

12 - 23 Cases

$279.99 per Case

$1.40 per Pack

24 - 47 Cases

$259.99 per Case

$1.30 per Pack

48+ Cases

$239.99 per Case

$1.20 per Pack

70MM UNBRANDED BLACK OR WHITE PUSH PACKS - WITH DIVIDERS
10 PRE-ROLLS - (BOX OF 200)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER PACK

1 - 4 Cases

$349.99 per Case

$1.75 per Pack

5 - 11 Cases

$329.99 per Case

$1.65 per Pack

12 - 23 Cases

$309.99 per Case

$1.55 per Pack

24 - 47 Cases

$289.99 per Case

$1.45 per Pack

48+ Cases

$269.99 per Case

$1.35 per Pack
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STOCK PULL PACKS
The Pull Pack is an ideal option for those that are
looking to package a premium set of pre-rolls in a
non-child-resistant package. Custom Cones USA
is proud to offer a stock white and black option
for our Pull Packs, in addition to a wide offering of
customization options for bespoke orders if
you reach out to our team of Pre-Roll Experts.
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EASY-OPEN, ECO-FRIENDLY
PACKAGING
Our Pull Packs can be opened easily by pulling on
the nylon ribbon tab, perfect for customers who
are not concerned about CR-compliant packaging.
Get a sturdy, durable, and eco-friendly packaging
option that’s even more sustainable when you opt
for a cotton blend ribbon pull with your custom
pull pack order.

BLANK BRANDING

READY FOR RETAIL
STYLING
With its sleek, matte black or white appearance,
the pull pack essentially becomes a blank canvas
for you to add any branding, logos, or regulatory
information you want onto the pack. Add some
branded stickers or slide the pack into a paper
sleeve– our stock pull packs protect the pre-rolls,
so you can focus on the marketing.

BLACK & WHITE COLOR OPTIONS

ADD CUSTOM
DISPLAY BOXES
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STOCK PULL PACKS

98MM UNBRANDED BLACK OR WHITE PULL PACKS - WITH DIVIDERS
5 PRE-ROLLS - (BOX OF 200)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER PACK

1 - 4 Cases

$299.99 per Case

$1.50 per Pack

5 - 11 Cases

$279.99 per Case

$1.40 per Pack

12 - 23 Cases

$259.99 per Case

$1.30 per Pack

24 - 47 Cases

$239.99 per Case

$1.20 per Pack

48+ Cases

$219.99 per Case

$1.10 per Pack
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CUSTOM PUSH PACKS
The Push Pack is an ideal package for those that
are looking to make pre-roll multi-packs in sturdy,
durable, eco-friendly packaging. You can completely
customize the printing on the push pack to reflect
your branding - this includes custom printing all over
the box! The most popular sizes fit between five to
seven pre-rolls, but we can alter the dimensions to
suit all of your needs. If you are not ready for a custom
order, we keep these Push Packs unprinted in our
warehouse!

CONTACT US TODAY TO
GET STARTED ON YOUR
CUSTOM PUSH PACKS

CHILD-RESISTANT
To open the package, press in on the rubber slider
on the back, and push the inner tray outward. This
adds a layer of security to the package, keeping the
inner tray inside when it should be. It’s certified childresistant, so you know this will keep your products
safe away from little hands while keeping them
accessible to the adults who need them.

NO INSERT

CUSTOM BRANDING
Since it’s custom printed, you’re able to utilize the
entire package to educate consumers about your
product, attach your barcodes and regulatory
graphics, and add whatever design elements you
need. The possibilities are endless!

MULTIPLE INSERT OPTIONS

MATCH-SLOT INSERT

For the inner tray, you have multiple insert option
to enhance your packaging. Currently we offer an
empty tray, tray with inserts, and even extra slots for
matches or other goodies! We also offer the option to
place a strike strip on the outward facing edge of the
inner tray, allowing you to provide a full experience
for your customers!
DIVIDER INSERT

FULL CUSTOM BRANDING
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MULTI-PACK OPTIONS
Pre-roll multi-packs are exploding with popularity
We offer many different types and styles, so you
can custom tailor and design your package to
perfectly fit your brand! In addition to custom
Push Packs and custom Cigarette Boxes, other
popular styles are our Pull Packs, Book Boxes, and
our Button Boxes. All of our custom packaging
styles can be made to any size, so they can fit any
number and size of pre-rolls. Furthermore, you are
able to print all over the packages, including on the
inner trays, bottoms, and even on the inserts!

PULL PACKS
The Pull Pack is the non-Child Resistant version
of our Push Pack. The Pull Pack features a nylon
ribbon tab, which once pulled reveals the inner
tray of pre-rolls. You can add inserts, match slots,
or leave the tray wide open to fit more pre-rolls.
As with all our custom packaging options, you can
print all over these packs!

BOOK BOXES
Another non-Child Resistant option, the Book
Box opens and closes like a book, with the flap
featuring a magnet, which helps snap the
package shut. This magnet closure is very
luxurious and Book Boxes can be customized
with or without insert.

BUTTON BOXES
If Child-Resistant packaging is a must for your
state, the Button Box is a popular alternative to
the Push Pack. Featuring just one button on
the side of the pack, all the customer needs to
do is press the side button and slide the inner
tray out. If you need any help custom branding
your packaging, our team of pre-roll experts and
designers are here to help!

ORDER CUSTOM
DISPLAY BOXES
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STOCK RETAIL DISPLAY BOXES
Grab the customer’s attention at the point of
purchase with a quality unbranded display box.
The unbranded presentation means it is a blank
slate for you to add stickers or any other kind
of branding to make your pre-rolls jump off the
counter. Available in two sizes - 12 or 20 count with
your choice of black or white — these displays have
more than enough curb appeal to draw a crowd.

IN-STOCK
AND REA
DY
TO SHIP

RETAIL VISIBILITY
As soon as the customer walks to the bud-tender
they will be able to see your smartly placed
retail display box, facilitating any purchase and
improving your shelf presence. You can stay ahead
of the curve and price your brand competitively,
as our display boxes encourage customers to see
value in paying higher prices for better products.

SHIP AND DISPLAY, ALL-IN-ONE

SIZE + STYLE OPTIONS
Our unbranded retail display boxes come in two
sizes – a 12-pack and a 20-pack – which are both
made to hold standard-sized doob tubes. The
smaller of the two comes with a semi-circle die-cut
and sloped edges, presenting your product in a
way that is sleek and highly visible. The larger 20pack has a commanding shelf presence, ensuring
your tubes look intentional and organized.

CUSTOM BRANDING
Not only will these display boxes lend you a hand
in-store, they also fold down to function as small
shipper boxes to keep your product safe during
transit! It has been proven that with a strong shelf
presence, your company will be able to compete
with anyone in the market. Ship them securely
and display them boldly – there is no better way
to stand out than with our multi-purpose, clientfacing retail display boxes!

12-PACK
DISPLAY BOX

20-PACK
DISPLAY BOX

BRAND YOUR BOX
QUICK + EASILY WITH CUSTOM LABELS!
OR GET FULLY CUSTOM PRINTED DISPLAYS!
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STOCK RETAIL DISPLAY BOXES
These display boxes add some extra curb appeal to your products, and allow them to be front and
center to catch the consumer’s eye. The unbranded presentation allows an unlimited number of
options to customize the look of these display boxes in-house with stickers or other branding you
have on-hand. Available in 12 or 20 capacity, these display boxes are the perfect solution to keeping
products organized while maintaining a classy appearance.

12-PACK UNBRANDED DISPLAY BOX - BLACK OR WHITE (50 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER DISPLAY BOX

1 - 4 Cases

$149.50 per Case

$2.99 per Display Box

5 - 9 Cases

$129.50 per Case

$2.59 per Display Box

10 - 19 Cases

$113.00 per Case

$2.26 per Display Box

20 - 49 Cases

$99.50 per Case

$1.99 per Display Box

50 - 99 Cases

$92.00 per Case

$1.84 per Display Box

100 - 249 Cases

$84.50 per Case

$1.69 per Display Box

250+ Cases

$64.50 per Case

$1.29 per Display Box

20-PACK UNBRANDED DISPLAY BOX - BLACK OR WHITE (50 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER DISPLAY BOX

1 - 4 Cases

$149.50 per Case

$2.99 per Display Box

5 - 9 Cases

$129.50 per Case

$2.59 per Display Box

10 - 19 Cases

$113.00 per Case

$2.26 per Display Box

20 - 49 Cases

$99.50 per Case

$1.99 per Display Box

50 - 99 Cases

$92.00 per Case

$1.84 per Display Box

100 - 249 Cases

$84.50 per Case

$1.69 per Display Box

250+ Cases

$64.50 per Case

$1.29 per Display Box
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CUSTOM RETAIL DISPLAY BOXES
The Retail Display Box will give your pre-rolls
increased visibility and overall sales in the
dispensaries. Our pre-roll display boxes can be
customized to hold anywhere from 5 to 50 prerolls. Help your product stand out on the shelf with
a custom box with full color printing!

RETAIL VISIBILITY
As soon as the customer walks to the budtender,
they will be able to see the well-designed
retail display box, facilitating any purchase and
improving your brand presence. You can stay
ahead of competitors who are behind the counter
and have to compete more on pricing, as the retail
display box encourages consumers to see the value
in paying higher prices for a better product.

TAILOR-MADE
With your retail display box, you can fully tailor
how many joint tubes fit into the display. Some
common sizes for pre-roll display boxes are 15
and 20 packs, but we have done smaller and
larger sizes as well! If you have custom packaging,
just send us a sample and we will make sure to
create custom shipper display boxes perfect for
your needs. You can even make display boxes for
multiple SKUs under one order!

SHIP AND DISPLAY, ALL-IN-ONE
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M
O
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E
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CUSTOM BRANDING
We can do full color printing on the whole box,
increase the cardstock weight, create a custom
die-cut and apply any design/logo or special finish,
like metallic foil or spot UV. Additionally, our team
can apply custom labels onto joint tubes or any
multi-pack option for a complete package. It has
been continually proven that with a strong brand
presence, your company will be able to compete
with anyone in the market, and there is no better
place to brand your products that in client-facing
custom boxes.
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GRAVITY POP DISPLAY BOXES
Gravity POP Display Boxes are an easy, costfriendly way to display pre-rolls at the dispensary
level! These are more affordable than our wallhanging Acrylic Pre-Roll Gravity Dispensers, but
provide a similar organized and professional look
to your products. With an easy setup, limitless
customization options, and premium-quality
display, these display boxes are the perfect way to
upgrade your pre-roll game!

CK
IN-STO DY
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TO SH

PREMIUM VISIBILITY
Put your pre-rolls front and center! This display
is made to sit on counters or shelves, giving your
product an edge above the others. The pre-rolls
are easily accessible to dispensary staff to make
for a quick check-out process – just grab and
go! All of this will increase product sell-through
rate and customer visibility! These are perfect for
dispensaries with many pre-roll offerings, or for
brands wanting to make their product stand out
on the shelf.

SHIP AND DISPLAY, ALL-IN-ONE

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE
We stock these display boxes in plain black and
white, but they are fully customizable! Custom
printing, gold foiling, and die-cuts make for a sleek,
professional look. Or for a quick and easy in-house
custom look, just add stickers! No matter how
you decide to customize, these display boxes will
provide a new level of ease and organization to
elevate your pre-roll game!

CUSTOM BRANDED

FULLY
CUSTOMIZABLE!
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GRAVITY POP DISPLAY BOXES
Gravity POP Display Boxes provide a cost-friendly, sleek way to keep pre-rolls organized and accessible
on the shelf. More affordable than our Acrylic Pre-Roll Gravity Display Dispensers, these POP Display
Dispensers still provide a clean look and simple way to stock your pre-rolls. They are easily customized
with stickers and other branding you have on hand, and are also available to be customized with your
branding through our custom design services.

GRAVITY DISPLAY BOX - BLACK OR WHITE (25 PER CASE)
NUMBER OF CASES

PRICE PER CASE

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 4 Cases

$74.75 per Case

$2.99 per Unit

5 - 9 Cases

$69.75 per Case

$2.79 per Unit

10 - 19 Cases

$62.25 per Case

$2.49 per Unit

20 - 49 Cases

$57.25 per Case

$2.29 per Unit

50 - 99 Cases

$52.25 per Case

$2.09 per Unit

100+ Cases

$47.25 per Case

$1.89 per Unit
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ACRYLIC PRE-ROLL GRAVITY
DISPLAY DISPENSERS
Our Acrylic Pre-Roll Gravity Display Dispensers
offer a sleek, professional way to keep your prerolls organized and proudly displayed. These wall
dispensers look great and keep your pre-rolls easily
accessible to dispensary staff, while also making
them more visible to customers as they approach
the point of sale– increasing your sell-through
rates! With an easy setup, limitless customization
options, and two stock size options, these display
dispensers are perfect for upping your pre-roll
game and making your product stand out in a
crowded market.

CK
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DISPLAY WITH EASE AND
CLASS

SHIP AND DISPLAY, ALL-IN-ONE

These display dispensers are made from highquality acrylic, and they arrive fully assembled
and ready to use! These displays feature an
innovative clip that works on both slat and grid
walls already present at many retail locations for
your convenience, and are available in two stock
sizes. The small dispenser can hold 50 pre-rolls, and
the large dispenser holds up to 100 doob tubes. If
you have other quantity needs, let us know! We are
happy to custom-build our acrylic displays to your
exact specifications.

STOCK SIZES
SHIP AND DISPLAY, ALL-IN-ONE

50 COUNT
FITS ON SLATWALLS
AND GRID WALLS!

100 COUNT

JOIN OUR NEWSLETTER
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ACRYLIC PRE-ROLL GRAVITY
DISPLAY DISPENSERS
PREMIUM VISIBILITY
When a product is out of sight, it’s out of mind. Put your product at the forefront! These display
dispensers keep your product at eye-level with the consumer, putting it front and center at the
consumer’s line of sight. In addition, easy accessibility to dispensary staff makes them more likely to be
grabbed and sold.

FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE
Customizing with a farm’s branding helps differentiate between products and makes it easier for
consumers to see what is available. Adding your company’s branding will help promote your brand’s
culture and solidify your presence. And the best part? The options are limitless! These acrylic display
dispensers can be customized with full-color printing here at Custom Cones USA. Alternatively, you
can customize them in-house with stickers, magnets, or laminate cards.

SMALL ACRYLIC GRAVITY DISPLAY DISPENSER
NUMBER OF UNITS

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 4 Units

$89.00 per Unit

5 - 9 Units

$79.00 per Unit

10 - 19 Units

$69.00 per Unit

20 - 49 Units

$64.00 per Unit

50 - 99 Units

$61.00 per Unit

100+ Units

$57.00 per Unit

LARGE ACRYLIC GRAVITY DISPLAY DISPENSER
NUMBER OF UNITS

PRICE PER UNIT

1 - 4 Units

$99.00 per Unit

5 - 9 Units

$89.00 per Unit

10 - 19 Units

$79.00 per Unit

20 - 49 Units

$74.00 per Unit

50 - 99 Units

$71.00 per Unit

100+ Units

$61.00 per Unit
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ROLLING PAPER BOOKLETS
Highlight your brand with the highest quality
custom rolling paper booklets on the market! Our
promotional booklets use ultra-fine European rolling
papers that are sure to leave a lasting impression
with potential customers. They contain 32 papers –
choose from refined white, unrefined brown, and
100% organic hemp. We offer three standard sizes,
including 1 ¼ inch, King-size slim, King-size wide.
You can also add filter tips, which can be plain,
colored, or even custom branded to create a unique
experience for your customers.

DURABLE PACKAGING
Our rolling paper booklets use sturdy, high-quality
materials for housing the papers. They won’t bend
or warp, and will protect the papers from outside
contaminants!

ULTRA-FINE EUROPEAN
PAPERS
Our slow-burning, high-quality paper is ultra-fine
and sourced directly from Europe! Because they
are so fine, they burn evenly and smoothly, while
allowing all of the tasty terpenes in your flower to be
experienced by the consumer.

FOOD-GRADE/FSCCERTIFIED
Our rolling papers meet all of the standards required
by the FDA and EU for paper that is in contact with
food. The FSC certification shows that our papers are
sustainably-sourced and environmentally friendly!

PREMIUM
ADD-ON

SETUP
FEE

ADDITIONAL
COST

PREMIUM
ADD-ON

SETUP
FEE

ADDITIONAL
COST

UV Gloss

$50

$0.06 per booklet

Gold Foil

$120 – $250

$0.08 per booklet

Matte Coating

$50

$0.08 per booklet

Embossing

$120

$0.08 per booklet

Soft Touch
Coating

$50

$0.15 per booklet

Colored Tips

—

$0.045 per booklet

2-Sided Print

—

$0.03 per booklet

Printed Tips

—

$0.45 per booklet
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ROLLING PAPER BOOKLETS

1 1/4IN - ROLLING PAPER BOOKLETS
PACK
QUANTITY

500

1K

2500

5K

10K

25K

50K+

Cost Per
Booklet

$1.20

$0.98

$0.81

$0.72

$0.64

$0.38

$0.28

Cost Per w/
Tips

$1.29

$1.08

$0.92

$0.81

$0.70

$0.68

$0.67

Cost Per w/
Tips + Mag

$1.55

$1.34

$1.11

$0.98

$0.86

$0.78

$0.66

KING SIZE SLIM - ROLLING PAPER BOOKLETS
PACK
QUANTITY

500

1K

2500

5K

10K

25K

50K+

Cost Per
Booklet

$1.20

$0.98

$0.81

$0.72

$0.64

$0.38

$0.32

Cost Per w/
Tips

$1.29

$1.08

$0.92

$0.81

$0.70

$0.69

$0.62

Cost Per w/
Tips + Mag

$1.55

$1.34

$1.11

$0.98

$0.86

$0.78

$0.66

KING SIZE WIDE - ROLLING PAPER BOOKLETS
PACK
QUANTITY

500

1K

2500

5K

10K

25K

50K+

Cost Per
Booklet

$1.29

$1.08

$0.92

$0.81

$0.70

$0.43

$0.37

Cost Per w/
Tips

$1.42

$1.22

$1.04

$0.90

$0.84

$0.79

$0.72

PREMIUM ADD-ONS
We’re able to offer embossing, premium printing such as foil, uv, and double sided, colored tips, and
more for those looking to enhance their booklets beyond the conventional options.
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PROMO PACKS
Our promo packs are the perfect promotional item
for those looking to grow their brand exposure. We
offer four different combinations: for one 109mm
cone, two 84mm cones, three 109mm cones, and
six 84mm cones. The single and double packs have
the same slim, square shape, while the three and
six-packs utilize a wider packaging. In addition to
the promo packs, you can also receive them in prepackaged retail boxes!

CUSTOM BRANDED FILTERS
The cones within the promo packs come standard
with your custom branding! They have all of
the same customization options as our custom
branded pre-rolled cones, allowing you to ensure
your branding shines!

RETAIL-READY
While the standard, loose shipping method keeps
the packs safe during transport, we also offer
them in retail-ready boxes! These add an extra
layer of protection through transportation, as well
as enable you to easily hand them out during
trade-shows or other events. You could even slap
some UPC codes on your design and ship them to
dispensaries, already in retail boxes!

PREMIUM OPTIONS
For those looking to have their promo packs
further stand out, we also offer premium options
for the packaging, including embossing, foil, spotUV, and soft-touch coatings, as well as external
wraps and cigar bands for the cones!

ADD CUSTOM
DISPLAY BOXES
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PROMO PACKS

109MM - 1 CONE PROMO PACK
PACK QUANTITY

5K

10K

25K

50K

125K+

Cost Per Pack

$0.35

$0.28

$0.26

$0.23

$0.22

Cost with Retail Box

$0.37

$0.30

$0.27

$0.24

$0.23

84MM - 2 CONE PROMO PACK
PACK QUANTITY

5K

10K

25K

50K

125K+

Cost Per Pack

$0.52

$0.40

$0.36

$0.31

$0.29

Cost with Retail Box

$0.54

$0.42

$0.38

$0.33

$0.31

109MM - 3 CONE PROMO PACK
PACK QUANTITY

5K

10K

25K

50K

125K+

Cost Per Pack

$0.93

$0.67

$0.62

$0.59

$0.54

Cost with Retail Box

$1.05

$0.74

$0.70

$0.65

$0.59

84MM - 6 CONE PROMO PACK
PACK QUANTITY

5K

10K

25K

50K

125K+

Cost Per Pack

$1.38

$1.13

$1.00

$0.92

$0.86

Cost with Retail Box

$1.50

$1.24

$1.08

$1.00

$0.92
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CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES

CUSTOM DESIGN
SERVICES
At Custom Cones USA, we’re here to provide you with
everything you need to create a successful pre-roll brand. We
understand that every business in the cannabis industry is
unique, and with that comes varying business scales. Because
of this, we’ve decided to offer graphic design services for the
various custom products that we offer in order to make your
pre-roll launch hassle-free!

CUSTOM CRUTCHES

WHY USE OUR DESIGN SERVICES?
Professional design services do more than just make your
brand look good — design adds value to your brand in the
eyes of your potential customers and stakeholders, therefore
increasing your bottom line over time.
When you use our design services, you aren’t just paying for
a pretty image for your product, but rather a carefully crafted
tool that will continue to serve your business. Additionally, other
companies do not let you keep the artwork in the end, but at
Custom Cones USA, you get to keep all files and assets related
to your project.

CUSTOM LABELS

CUSTOM PACKAGES

CUSTOM DISPLAY BOXES

CUSTOM ROLLING
PAPER BOOKLETS
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CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES

DESIGN SERVICE LEVELS
SIMPLE FIXES & CORRECTIONS
• BASIC LEVEL — $250
Need a custom die-line for the packaging project
you’ve been dreaming about? We’ll talk through all the
options and design a custom template for your pre-roll
packaging project. Keep in mind, the $250 fee for the
die-line can be applied to your order! Already have a
dieline, but just need help making the finishes toucheswe can help with tweaks and making the file print ready!

LOGO ONLY
+ 3 ROUNDS OF DESIGN
• LOGO DESIGN — $550
Need help kicking off your brand with a custom logo?
Our design team will learn about your company and
mission, helping create your dream logo. We’ll get
started with some concepts and drafts and 2 rounds of
revisions are included!

PACKAGE ONLY
+ 3 ROUNDS OF DESIGN
• LABEL/SHRINK SLEEVE — $750
• BOX — $950
• FINALIZED DESIGN REFORMATTED
TO NEW STRAIN/COLOR — $250
Just supply your logo, artwork, colors, and fonts and our
team of expert designers will create the perfect design
for you. We can take your already amazing logo and help
create the perfect final design in no time, with no hassle!

LOGO + FULL PACKAGE
+ 4 ROUNDS OF DESIGN
• LABEL/SHRINK SLEEVE — $1050
• BOX — $1250
We’ll work up a totally custom design for you, as well as
work through the revisions. We will take a deep dive into
your brand, vision, and product to create a totally custom
package design perfect for your retailers!
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LIFE-SIZE CONE CHART
26 mm

12.5 mm

8 mm

109 mm

12.5 mm

5.5 mm

1 Gram

26 mm

109 mm
26 mm

11.8 mm

5.6 mm

98 mm

26 mm

9.2 mm

5.4 mm

98 mm

5.3 mm

10.8 mm

26 mm

84 mm

26 mm

10.2 mm

5.2 mm

70 mm

21 mm

10.2 mm

5.2 mm

70 mm

